Architectures for Multinode Superconducting Quantum Computers
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Many proposals to scale quantum technology rely on modular or distributed designs where individual quantum processors, called nodes, are linked together to form one large multinode quantum computer (MNQC). One scalable method to construct an MNQC is using superconducting quantum systems with optical interconnects. However, a key limiting factor of these machines will be internode gates, which may be two to three orders of magnitude noisier and slower than local operations. Surmounting the limitations of internode gates will require a range of techniques, including improvements in entanglement generation, the use of entanglement distillation, and optimized software and compilers, and it remains unclear how improvements to these components interact to affect overall system performance, what performance from each is required, or even how to quantify the performance of a component. In this paper, we employ a co-design inspired approach to quantify overall MNQC performance in terms of hardware models of internode links, entanglement distillation, and local architecture. In the particular case of superconducting MNQCs with microwave-to-optical interconnects, we uncover a tradeoff between entanglement generation and distillation that threatens to degrade MNQC performance. We show how to navigate this tradeoff in the context of algorithm performance, layout how compilers and software should optimize the balance between local gates and internode gates, and discuss when noisy quantum internode links have an advantage over purely classical links. Using these results, we introduce a research roadmap for the realization of early MNQCs, which illustrates potential improvements to the hardware and software of MNQCs and outlines criteria for evaluating the improvement landscape, from progress in entanglement generation to the use of quantum memory in entanglement distillation and dedicated algorithms such as distributed quantum phase estimation. While we focus on superconducting devices with optical interconnects, our approach is general across MNQC implementations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modular, distributed, or multinode quantum computers (MNQCs)1–8, wherein smaller devices or “nodes” are networked together9 to make a unified multinode quantum computer, are considered a leading approach to building large scale systems10 without the associated difficulties of producing large monolithic devices.3 Leading platforms include ion-trap computers with multiple traps11–13, solid-state systems14–16, atomic systems17–19, and superconducting devices12,7,20–27.

In superconducting devices, which we focus on in this paper, a motivation for MNQCs is not only the complexities associated with building larger devices, but the limitations set by the individual capacity of the cryogenic di-
lution refrigerator required to cool the device \[28\]. Building links between devices in different refrigerators is thus a key capability \[29\]. Early-stage MNQCs with cryogenic links between refrigerators have been demonstrated \[29\], and when cryogenic links can be feasibly constructed they are a leading candidate for small MNQCs \[30\]. On the other hand, future large quantum systems may involve many nodes distributed over tens or even hundreds of meters, at which scale both serviceability requirements \[31\] and cable loss \[25\, 30\, 32\, 36\] become an issue. Rather than using cryogenic links, a system composed of transmon array devices \[37\, 38\] housed in separate refrigerators with room-temperature microwave-to-optical (M2O) quantum internode links \[39\, 45\] between them is a more scalable proposal for building future MNQCs.

Despite many promising experimental platforms, internode links in these systems are likely to be much noisier and slower than local gates and thus threaten the viability of MNQCs \[46\, 47\]. These weak internode links hamper performance both by directly causing errors and by creating a computational bottleneck which allows decoherence \[37\, 38\] to degrade quantum information. While true across platforms, this problem is particularly pronounced in superconducting devices with M2O links, where the conversion faces serious limitations due to the weakness of the nonlinear conversion process, fiber-to-chip coupling, thermal added noise, and other hardware difficulties \[39\, 44\]. In order to be viable, systems with quantum internode links must outperform not only monolithic quantum systems but also systems with only classical ‘circuit cutting’ links between nodes \[45\, 49\].

To guide the development of M2O MNQCs, we must quantify the available performances of internode links using M2O hardware, determine how these performances affect algorithm execution performance, and determine how hardware and software should jointly navigate design space tradeoffs.

However, evaluating the performance of MNQCs becomes complicated because MNQCs must balance three expensive resources: local two-qubit gates, internode gates, and classical circuit cutting links. In particular, any internode gate may always be cut and replaced with a circuit cutting link, thereby exchanging the noise and time of an internode link for the multiple executions required by circuit cutting \[50\, 53\]. On the other hand, compiler and algorithm design can often trade an internode gate for increased local computation, thus exchanging an internode link for a longer and deeper circuit \[54\, 55\]. Thus, in order to understand the attainable performance of an MNQC, we must not only understand the computational cost of internode gates, but also the relative costs of local computation and circuit cutting vis-a-vis internode gates.

Evaluation of internode gate performance itself presents a challenge of complexity and scale. Rather than directly transmitting quantum information between nodes, MNQCs can use heralded protocols to distribute entangled pairs (EPs) \[46\, 56\, 57\] between nodes, distill them \[30\, 55\, 59\], and execute teleported gates \[60\]. However, modeling this as a unified system quickly becomes untenable: modeling the internode link including the entanglement generation \[60\] and up to just six rounds of distillation requiring \(2^6\) EPs quickly scales to require a minimum of 18 qubits just in the internode link, rendering the simulation of a just a 10-qubit MNQC equivalent to the simulation of a \(2^{28} \times 2^{28}\) density matrix, well beyond what can be simulated today \[61\, 62\]. Furthermore, understanding the relative costs of internode gates, circuit cutting, and local computation will require integrating the already large internode link performance models with an understanding of compiler frameworks \[53\, 55\, 58\, 65\] and network architectures that are able to optimize around the weak links and scale with system sizes. Thus to address the scaling behavior of large MNQCs, we must determine simple and scalable ways to evaluate circuit cutting and local computation against internode gate performance. Without a clear understanding of how all the components of an MNQC, from entanglement generation and distillation to compiler and algorithm design, interact to affect system performance, future improvements in hardware and software may be incompatible and lead to reduced or even no improvements in MNQC performance \[66\].

Classical computing has navigated similarly complex design constraints to build high-performance multi-node systems \[67\, 68\]. Early multicomputers including the ALEWIFE \[70\, 71\] and BEOWULF \[72\] systems utilized existing state-of-the art hardware to lay the foundations of classical multinode networks with distributed mem-
Performance Analysis’ (QCPA) to demonstrate the relative costs of error-mitigated internode links against circuit cutting links. Finally, we discuss proposed improvements to each layer of the MNQC, from entanglement generation and distillation to algorithm and compiler design, and use the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA models to discuss their effects and relative tradeoffs. While we focus on superconducting systems with M2O interlinks in this paper, our approach is generic to any physical MNQC implementation which uses entanglement generation to execute remote operations or with links that may be characterized by the time and fidelity of operations, including quantum networks [85] and cryogenic microwave links [7, 20, 30, 100].

The next section presents an overview of the specific platform we consider, namely superconducting transmon devices with M2O interlinks. In Section III, we discuss the co-design architecture that allows the problem of internode links to be drastically simplified by splitting the internode link into distinct layers. Section V then presents and analyzes models of each of the layers. Section V unifies these models into a full stack model, and presents the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA analyses. In Section VI, we present a research roadmap for the development of highly performant MNQCs and discuss advances in light of the MNQC architecture and analyses. Finally, Section VII discusses potential applications of our methodology to other quantum platforms.

II. SUPERCONDUCTING DEVICES WITH M2O INTERLINKS

Over the past two decades, the superconducting circuit has become an established platform for large-scale quantum information processing. While systems with several hundred superconducting qubits have been built, and systems with thousands are planned [2, 101], scaling remains a serious challenge. Available cryogenic capacity and qubit control infrastructure are two major limitations for achieving devices at the scale required for cutting-edge applications. Furthermore, today’s large superconducting devices are monolithic so smaller subsystems cannot be tested in isolation or individually replaced to improve system performance. Hence we consider a multinode superconducting quantum computer with each ‘node’ comprised of a refrigerator holding a superconducting circuit which handles intermediate-scale computation tasks via local state preparation, gate operation, and measurement. For simplicity, we assume the classical communication between nodes to be fast, reliable and well-synchronized to a single clock. The key to creating an effective multinode architecture is then establishing quantum links between nodes. While short cryogenic microwave interlinks have been built [23], the challenges of scaling such links between distant refrigerators lead us to consider room temperature links based on M2O transduction. In this section, we review the
progression of remote entanglement distribution experiments done with superconducting qubits, and discuss the use of M2O protocols to link them. In particular, we discuss how the transmon decoherence rate sets a lower bound on the M2O transduction rate, which will be an engineering challenge for MNQCs.

Although various superconducting processor designs are being prototyped [101, 102], the most widely used architecture in both academic and industry settings is a two-dimensional lattice of nearest-neighbor coupled transmons [103, 104] cooled to milli-Kelvin temperatures in dilution refrigerators. Transmons are robust quantum computing building blocks, fortified by recent engineering breakthroughs in high-fidelity two-qubit gates [105, 107] and individual qubit coherence, which can approach 0.5 ms [37, 38]. Transmon processors with as many as 433 qubits are available [108] and steady progress is being made towards the goal of fault-tolerant quantum computing using stabilizer codes with 49 qubits [104], 23 qubits [109], and 17 qubits [110, 111].

Remote entanglement distribution experiments with transmon-qubit-based processors connected by cold microwave links have evolved after a period of intensive engineering. Almost a decade ago, a series of heralding-based probabilistic entanglement distribution experiments were performed between qubits on separate chips within a fridge [24, 112, 113]. Then, deterministic entanglement distribution experiments were done between chips separated by 1-5 m of cable, one of which housed the chips in separate fridges [23], and the resulting fidelities were largely limited by cable loss [23, 32–35]. The next generation of deterministic entanglement distribution experiments took care to minimize cable loss so transfer and process infidelities were instead limited by qubit loss [114, 115]. Heralded deterministic entanglement experiments have also been done [116] where sophisticated techniques were developed to mitigate cable loss [39]. Nonetheless, today’s state-of-the-art deterministic entanglement distribution experiments are again limited by cable loss [20, 117]. In all of these experiments, the quantum links were cryogenic and their length was on the order of a few meters, which poses a challenge for scaling to a many node system distributing entanglement across tens or hundreds of meters.

While microwave photon loss poses a significant obstacle to scaling MNQCs, optical photons at the telecommunication wavelengths are promising candidates for mediating information exchange due to the extremely low loss and negligible thermal photon noise of optical fibers at room temperature. For medium or long-distance quantum communication between superconducting chips, it is more promising to transduce quantum information from the microwave regime to optical wavelengths and generate entanglement through heralded schemes. Recently, electro-optomechanical transducers were integrated into transmon qubit systems and used for qubit readout [118–120], but these converters are not yet efficient and broadband enough for use in a remote entanglement distribu-

FIG. 2. Schemes for entanglement generation between remote nodes. (a), entanglement between a qubit and a microwave photon is prepared at node A. By applying an M2O and a subsequent O2M converter (see the right panel), the state of the microwave photon can be transferred to the qubit at node B. (b), the direct conversion heralded scheme. Entangled qubit and microwave photon states \(|g0⟩ ± |e1⟩\) are prepared at two nodes. The microwave photons are up-converted to optical photons and interfere at a beamsplitter. The single-photon detector click heralds the generation of entangled qubits \(|ge⟩ ± |eg⟩\) at two nodes. (c), the SPDC heralded scheme. Entangled microwave-optical photon pairs are generated at two nodes when an M2O converter is used as a SPDC source by pumping at the blue-detuned resonance frequency (see the right panel). By erasing the which-path information with a beamsplitter, a click from the detectors heralds the generation of microwave entangled Bell state \(|10⟩ ± |01⟩\) at two nodes. The microwave photon states are transferred to qubits, which leads to entangled qubit state \(|ge⟩ ± |eg⟩\).

bution experiment. A high-fidelity M2O converter will be an essential component for realizing large-scale distributed superconducting quantum computing.

While an ideal M2O converter should have unity quantum conversion efficiency, in practice the intrinsic weakness of optical nonlinearity poses an extreme challenge for high-efficiency M2O conversion. Various schemes have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated, including cavity electro-optics [57, 121, 128], opto-magnonics [129, 132], electro-optomechanics [118, 119, 123, 111], cold atoms [172, 114] and rare-earth ions [115, 149]. Reviews of recent experimental advances in M2O conversion can be found in Refs. [39, 44]. The conversion efficiency achieved in state-of-the-art experiments, however, remains far less than unity. Despite the relatively high on-chip conversion efficiency, the total efficiency can be significantly lower due to the inevitable fiber-to-chip coupling loss and the optical-pump-rejection filtering loss. In addition, because a high-power optical pump is needed to boost the conversion efficiency, ther-
nal microwave photons generated by the optical-pump-induced heat can be combined with transduced signal in the optical output channel as ‘added noise’. The performances of state-of-the-art M2O converters are summarized in Table V of Appendix B.

In order to generate entanglement between separated refrigerators, one straightforward method is to locally generate entangled qubit-microwave photon pair at one node and subsequently apply an M2O and an O2M converter to deliver the microwave photon to another node as shown in Fig. 2(a). However, this scheme is sensitive to the low M2O conversion efficiency and thus suffers from a low entanglement fidelity. Alternatively, direct M2O conversion could be used in a heralded scheme. Analogous to the optical photon heralded schemes [150–152], the superconducting qubit is first entangled with a microwave photon at each node as $|g⟩ + |e⟩$. The microwave photons at both nodes then undergo direct M2O conversion and the optical photons are then routed and detected as shown in Fig. 2(b) (referred to as the direct conversion heralded scheme). The optical photons from both nodes interfere at a beamsplitter, and a click from the optical detector heralds the generation of entangled qubit state $|ge⟩ ± |eg⟩$. In addition, a remote entanglement generation scheme previously developed for atomic ensembles [152, 153–157] is another option for superconducting platforms [60] to obtain high-fidelity entanglement generation in the presence of low M2O conversion efficiency. As shown in Fig. 2(c), an M2O converter can be pumped at the blue-detuned resonance frequency and thus be used as a spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) source to generate entangled microwave-optical photon pairs (referred to as the SPDC heralded scheme). The optical photons generated at two fridges interfere in a beamsplitter and a click from the optical detector heralds the generation of an entangled microwave Bell state $|01⟩ ± |10⟩$. In addition, a remote entanglement generation scheme is also available for atomic ensembles [152, 153–157] to obtain high-fidelity entanglement generation in the presence of low M2O conversion efficiency. As shown in Fig. 2(c), an M2O converter can be pumped at the blue-detuned resonance frequency and thus be used as a spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) source to generate entangled microwave-optical photon pairs. The entanglement generation rate depends on the conversion efficiency as well as the bandwidth.

Ultimately, the performance of MNQCs made of superconducting qubits and M2O converters will depend strongly on the conversion efficiency and bandwidth of the M2O converters, which is very slow and noisy compared to the local operations. We estimate that the on-chip entangled pair generation rate of the state-of-the-art M2O converters is of the order 1 MHz with infidelity of 0.2 (see Sec. IV). In comparison, transmon two-qubit gate infidelity has already been engineered down to less than 0.002 [174], with two-qubit gate times on the order of 100 ns. Hence we see that the internode operations are the major limitation on MNQC performance, and future MNQCs will need to marshal a range of techniques to surmount the weak internode links.

III. MULTINODE QUANTUM COMPUTING ARCHITECTURE

A central task in evaluating MNQC performance is to understand the available performance of internode gates. However, the evaluation of internode gates in multinode systems is itself the evaluation of a multipart quantum system: MNQCs using superconducting devices with M2O links will need to compensate for weak internode links using a combination of entanglement generation [16, 46, 57], settings, entanglement distillation [30, 58, 59], and compiler optimization [54, 55, 63–65]. One direct approach might be to simply conduct a simulation of the full system, treating M2O conversion, entanglement distillation, remote gate execution, local operations, and measurement in one large analysis. However, this calculation quickly grows too large even for relatively simple MNQCs. With current density matrix simulations limited to 0(20) qubits [61, 62], allotting just a few qubits for entanglement distillation, measurement ancillae, and treating M2O conversion with a quantum framework costs approximately 18 qubits per internode link. This quickly limits the system to algorithms performed on a single-digit-number of qubits even with the best simulation algorithms. What is needed is a framework for organizing these components and their interactions into a structure that can be treated quantitatively. This framework must simplify the complex interactions between components into a few quantities that describe the relevant interaction while identifying key tradeoffs in the operation of components.

Classical computing network architecture has long faced similarly complex systems and developed approaches to tackle them. A foundational example is the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model which tackles the complex problem of networks and distributed systems by splitting the system into ‘layers’ in a ‘stack’. Each layer has its role in the system, often referred to as the ‘service’ it provides to layers above it in the stack. While the OSI model is foundational, more contemporary classical analogs of MNQCs, including the architectures underlying the ARES and InfiniBand network systems which directly provide network services for multinode computers [33, 75], often use a 5 layer network stack comprising a Physical layer which transmits signals, a Link layer which manages packet transmission, a Network layer which provides routing and network management, a Transport layer which is responsible for the reliable transition of data, and Upper (or Application) layers where the users operate (for a detailed discussion of these layers, see [77]). A key concept behind the operation of multinode systems is transparency [69]: modern parallel classical platforms seek to offer users a seamless transition between single-node and multinode operations, with the multinode system appearing to the user as a single unified system. The chief service of the network stack is then to manage the execution of internode operations for the compiler in a transparent way.
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interservers to construct an MNQC network stack in analogy
with the classical approaches by devoting a ‘layer’ of the
system to the production of each key resource. At the
‘bottom’ of the stack, M2O SPDC hardware produces
raw EPs. In analogy with the classical approach, we call
this the ‘Physical layer’. Next, a ‘Distillation layer’ con-
verts raw EPs into distilled EPs at a lower generation
rate. Finally, a ‘Data layer’ manages the execution of
internode gates, and exposes them as a resource to the
compiler. A comparison of this MNQC architecture with
that from modern classical interconnection architectures
is given in Fig. 3. Similar models for network archi-
tectures have been proposed in several pioneering works
[89–91, 161]. These papers lay out criteria for quantum
networks, and also find that a stack based on classi-
cal interconnection architectures, with the added func-
tion of distillation, is an effective way to structure the
network. While these are general studies, a hardware-
focused model has been proposed for networks using NV
centers [90]. An excellent general overview of planned
progress in quantum interlink technologies may be found
in [9]; here we focus on a particular technology (M2O
interlinks) and provide detailed studies of MNQC al-
gorithm performance. To our knowledge, this paper is
the first to present a detailed hardware-based model of
multinode (or networked) architectures using supercon-
ducting devices with M2O interconnects.

An important property of the network stack is that
each layer interfaces only with the layers above and be-
low it in the stack. For example, all raw M2O EPs are
passed to the Distillation layer, and there is no need for
the Data layer to interact with Physical M2O genera-
tion. Similarly, entanglement distillation is hidden from
the compiler. Instead, layers only interact by passing
instructions and success flags as indicated in Figure 4.
Hence this layer architecture can simplify the conception
and operation of MNQCs by reducing the potential com-
plexities of component interactions to a linear layer and
stack structure.

For our present purposes, the key property of this
MNQC architecture is that it also simplifies the simu-
lation and benchmarking of an MNQC. Because the lay-
ers interact only with their neighbors in the stack, we
can quantify the operation of each layer in terms of the
production quality of key resources. Beginning from the
bottom of the stack, the Physical layer works to pro-
duce raw M2O EPs, which are quantified in terms of the
heralded rate of production and the density matrix of
produced EPs. The Distillation layer then is responsible
for taking these raw EPs and producing distilled EPs,
which are quantified by the minimum time to produce a
distilled pair, the density matrix of the produced pair,
and the success probability of the operation, each as a

However, there are several key differences between
quantum MNQCs and their classical counterparts (see
Figure 3). First, quantum internode communication suf-
fers from far higher error rates than those in comparable
classical architectures, and MNQCs will need dedicated
resources to compensate for an extreme noise environ-
mant. Connected to the problem of internode noise is
the presence of within-node noise that accumulates with
time. Executing operations more slowly is not sufficient
to improve performance, as the time of execution is itself
a source of noise that will need to be accounted for. Fur-
thermore, the prevalence of noise has led modern quan-
tum compilers to operate at the level of gates or even
pulse sequences, a much lower level than their classical
counterparts. We expect links to be largely optimized
to generate fast and high fidelity entanglement between
just two nodes, independent of other links (Figure 3). Any
switching will be costly and is to occur within the
local compute nodes, and the compiler is directly issu-
ing commands for two-qubit, two node gates, and any
non-nearest-neighbor gates will need to be transpiled di-
rectly into nearest-neighbor gates. Finally, the prin-
ciple of transparency of quantum systems means that the
function of the quantum network stack should be to offer
internode links to the compiler in the same way as local
links, simply with longer gate times, lower fidelities, and
probabilistic success.

An efficient method for the execution of remote gates
is to use EPs produced from the M2O SPDC process,
local operations, and classical internode communication
to execute remote gates [158, 159]. However, the low
rate and high infidelity of EPs may lead to low fidelity
of internode gates. This performance may be improved
by using entanglement distillation [160], which consumes
raw (not distilled) EPs to produce distilled EPs, which
may then be used for remote gates. The function of the
network stack is then to produce raw EPs, distill them,
and manage the execution of internode gates, offering
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**FIG. 3.** Comparison of the layer stack for classical multinode architectures [67, 74] and our MNQC architecture. Weak, noisy internode link merits a dedicated Distillation layer, while the low-level access of quantum compilers and high cost of network resources breaks the abstraction between the Upper layers and the Transport and Network layers.
function of the number of rounds applied. At the top of the network stack, the Data layer uses distilled EPs to execute internode gates, which are quantified by the set of available gates as well as the minimum time and success probability of each gate. These metrics are denoted in Figure 4a.

Each layer then may be treated quantitatively by simulating the metrics of the resource it produces in terms of the incoming resource. In the next section, we delve into models of each layer in order to examine the available performance profiles and lay out a key tradeoff in joint hardware and software operation.

One significant simplification which we make in this paper is suppressing the probabilistic nature of the entangled pair generation and distillation processes, characterizing each by the average time of the process. This greatly simplifies our models, but the probabilistic processes should be treated fully in future, more detailed studies in order to reveal the complex interplay of real-time application execution.

**IV. MODELS OF THE MNQC NETWORK LAYERS**

The MNQC architecture organizes entangled pair generation, entanglement distillation, and remote gate execution into layers. Furthermore, because the key resources between layers are specified, the operation and performance of each layer can be treated individually and later unified into a whole model. In this section, we examine the available performance of each layer of the MNQC stack using models of expected hardware and software performance. The next section will then unify these layer models into a model of overall MNQC performance.

![FIG. 4. (color online). (a): Schematic depiction of a multinode quantum system. Nodes (orange boxes) are connected with quantum links (blue lines) that allow internode gates between remote qubits (black dots). Internode gates in an MNQC will be slow and noisy, which leads us to focus on two-node, nearest-neighbor internode gates. This breaks the usual abstraction between the network and local hardware components. (b): Schematic description of the layers, functions, interfaces, and key metrics of the MNQC model. Our focus is on the MNQC network stack (the Physical, Distillation, and Data) layers and how their performance affects overall MNQC performance.](image)
FIG. 5. The estimated Bell state generation rate and infidelity (log scales) for the scheme shown in Fig. 3(b). (a) the performance as a function of pump power with $P_e$ fixed at 0.5. The simulation is performed using the parameter sets of the No. 1, 2, and 3 converters listed in Appendix B Table VI. We assume the intrinsic decay rate of both microwave and optical resonators to be five times lower than the current actual experiment values, which we expect to be available relatively soon. (b) the performance as a function of $P_e$ with fixed pump power such that the cooperativity $C = 1$. The rate at $P_e = 0$ is the false heralding rate triggered by thermal noise, and a rate-infidelity tradeoff regime (the green shaded area) can be identified for the No. 1 parameter set.

FIG. 6. The performance of entanglement distillation under the DEJMPS protocol [160] with and without imperfections from qubit decay and decoherence and quantum gates. We consider two cases, where the imperfect Bell states with fidelity $F = 0.9$ (blue) and $F = 0.8$ (orange) can be generated across superconducting chips. We perform entanglement purification using DEJMPS protocol. We consider all the imperfect Bell states have been generated at the beginning. The local gates and qubit measurements take 1 μs for each purification step. We assume the local gates between superconducting qubits have a depolarizing error with probability 0.0001. The solid lines show the fidelity of the Bell states after $n$ rounds of purification, while the qubits are suffered from the imperfections. The qubits are assumed to have $T_1 = T_2 = 1$ ms. The dashed lines shows the corresponding state fidelity without decay and decoherence error. The inset is the quantum circuit for a single round of purification [160].
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**curve** converters, the infidelity remains $>0.5$ because a high pump power is needed to achieve $C = 1$, and the microwave thermal added noise induced by the high pump power strongly limits the fidelity. We next set the initial qubit-microwave photon as $\sqrt{1 - P_e} |g0\rangle + \sqrt{P_e} |e1\rangle$ where $P_e$ is the probability of the excited qubit state and is experimentally tunable [24]. The pump power is fixed such that $C = 1$, and the results with $P_e$ tuned from 0 to 0.5 are shown in Fig. 3(b). The entanglement generation rate at $P_e = 0$ is thus the false heralding rate, which dominates for No. 2 and No. 3 parameter sets. The tuning of $P_e$ also reveals a rate-infidelity tradeoff regime, which is highlighted as the green shaded area, where the rate increases but the infidelity also increases with an increasing $P_e$. In this regime, a larger $P_e$ allows more optical photons to be generated, but it also increases the error of having two nodes in the excited states simultaneously. In Section V, we will see how the demands of the MNQC must guide the entanglement generation in conjunction with entanglement distillation, to which we now turn.

The distillation layer faces a tradeoff between generation rate and fidelity of EPs as it explicitly consumes raw EPs to produce a smaller number of distilled EPs, thereby exceeding a higher fidelity for a lower generation rate. As detailed in Appendix C, we simulate the output of entanglement distillation using EPs produced from M2O conversion. We set $T_1 = T_2 = 1$ ms and assume all local gates to take 100 ns with a probability of depolarizing errors of 0.0001. In Fig. 6, we show the fidelity of the Bell state shared between remote superconducting chips from qubit decay and decoherence and quantum gates. We perform entanglement purification using DEJMPS protocol [160] with and without imperfections after $n$ rounds of recurrent entanglement purification performed using the DEJMPS protocol [160][163]. Four or five rounds of entanglement distillation can significantly improve the fidelity of the generated EPs, likely leading to improved internode gate performance. However, the improvement quickly suffers diminishing returns, with further rounds yielding only modest increases. This is a significant problem, as every round decreases the rate of distilled entangled pair generation by a factor of 2, thereby slowing internode gates. This problem is further exacerbated by the presence of decoherence, which degrades partially distilled EPs as they wait for more raw EPs, and Figure 6 shows the performance of entanglement distillation with (solid line) decoherence or (dotted line) an ideal memory that prevents decoherence. How-
ever, it remains to see what this fidelity improvement can do at the level of internode gates.

In order to translate the output of the Physical and Distillation layers into internode gates, we develop a model of the Data layer, which uses distilled EPs to execute remote internode gates. Since a CX gate provides computationally complete communication between nodes, we focus on the case of only internode CX gates. Gate teleportation of the CX gate can be accomplished via the consumption of one raw EP, two measurements, and two local CX gates [159]. Using our simulations of M2O conversion, we numerically calculate the production time and density matrices of the raw EPs from the M2O process. These outputs are fed into the next distillation layer to generate high-fidelity, purified EPs. The time for each round of distillation, the success probability, and the consequent density matrices of the purified EPs are used in the following data layer to simulate the performance of a single internode gate.

### V. FULL MNQC ANALYSIS

We now have models of each layer in the MNQC network stack, from the Physical layer with M2O generation models to the Data layer which manages the execution of internode gates. While understanding the available performance and tradeoffs of each of these layers is key to understanding MNQC performance, models of individual layers cannot tell us how the performances of each layer affects overall MNQC performance, how the layers together offer internode gates, or how to navigate tradeoffs that affect multiple layers. Most importantly, they cannot tell us the performance of internode gates, what algorithms require, or how to exchange internode gates with local computation or circuit cutting gates.

We need an overall model of how the layers in an MNQC interact to produce total system performance. In this section, we unite the models of the previous section into a simulation pipeline that models the full MNQC stack, which allows us to perform three quantitative studies of the system. First, we introduce a ‘Gate-Algorithm Performance’ (GAP) model which uses the output of the unified model to map out the available internode gate performance in terms of hardware models and compare this to the demands of algorithms. In doing so, we will see the effect of the tradeoffs in average internode gate execution time and fidelity and shows how to navigate them for a small MNQC. Next, we use the unified model output to develop a Quantum Roofline model (Q-Roofline) to show how the compiler can navigate the balance of internode and local computation at scale and identify the effects of hardware and software tradeoffs on internode communication bandwidth. Finally, we compare quantum links with error mitigation to classical circuit cutting links using a Quantum-Classical Performance Analysis (QCFA) to determine at what cost can internode links be exchanged for circuitry cutting links.

#### A. Unification of Layers into an Overall MNQC Model

The unified model should allow us to quantify overall MNQC performance as a function of the performance of each layer. More specifically, it should accept as inputs hardware and software details of each layer, including the M2O drive strength and Hamiltonian, the entanglement distillation protocol, local operation fidelities and times, qubit $T_1$ and $T_2$, a compiler, and the quantum application to be executed. To characterize the quantum network stack, it should return metrics of the key resource offered by the Data layer to the upper layers, namely the fidelity and average execution time of internode gates. Furthermore, to allow us to determine the needs of algorithms, the unified model should then allow us to study the behavior of the Application and Compilation layers, including performing a full density matrix simulation of algorithms running on the small systems, and providing data on compilation results and estimates of performance on large systems.

The MNQC layer architecture that we have used in the previous sections to organize our models plays a key role in enabling the unified model. As noted in Section III, an MNQC is a complex system, including M2O generation, entanglement distillation, and internode gate distillation in addition to the normal functioning of a quantum computer. Treating the total system at once would quickly outgrow available simulation capabilities. Because we have independent models of each layer, we can link the output of one layer to the input of the next. Roughly speaking, if each layer involves a Hilbert space of size $N_i$, then we must treat a series of $N_i \times N_i$ density matrices. This should be compared to modeling the whole system with a density matrix of size $\sum_i N_i \times \sum_i N_i$. In practice, the layer architecture offers even further simplification by allowing us to use heuristic simplifications at the layer interfaces, for example by reducing error channels to the depolarizing channel or abstracting away probabilistically successful processes into an average execution time.

Let us unify the network stack first, which we can then connect with the Application and Compiler layers. At the top of the network stack, the Data layer supplies internode gates as a key resource to the Compiler and Application layers; our task is thus to quantify the fidelity and execution time of available gates as a function of the outputs of Distillation and Physical layers lower in the stack. Using our simulations of M2O conversion, we numerically calculate the production time and density matrices of the raw EPs from the M2O process. These outputs are fed into the next distillation layer to generate high-fidelity, purified EPs. The time for each round of distillation, the success probability, and the consequent density matrices of the purified EPs are then used in the Data layer simulation to evaluate the performance of a single internode gate.

Now we connect the MNQC network stack simulation...
with the Application and Compiler layers to create an overall simulation of the MNQC. Naïvely, joining the Compiler and Application layers would involve a complex control issue. The compiler could be responsible for managing entanglement distillation and internode gate execution, each of which require multiple measurements, operations, and classical communication, in addition to its function managing local operations. However, the abstractions provided by the MNQC network stack, in particular the principle of transparency articulated in Section III greatly simplify this task. To the compiler, an internode gate is presented in the same way as a local gate, albeit with a longer average execution time and lower fidelity. Transparency thus greatly simplifies the construction, as compilers designed for monolithic systems may be used at the top of the MNQC stack, though they may not be optimal.

We can construct the full simulation pipeline beginning from the M2O Physical layer simulation, Distillation, and Data layer simulations that we discussed in the previous section and used in the gate model above to upper layers. Figure 7 shows an overview of this simulation pipeline with metrics for each interface. Once the average execution time and fidelity of the internode gate are simulated as in Section IV, they are used to evaluate the performance of the upper layers, which includes the compiler layer and the application layer, leading to the full pipeline simulation shown in Figure 7.

B. Gate-Algorithm Performance Models

Our first task is to determine how to navigate the tradeoffs in the Physical and Distillation layers identified in Section IV. Both of these tradeoffs involve an exchange between the time to create EPs and the infidelity of those EPs. However, they are not independent, as they operate on distinct layers using dependent key resources: the Physical layer can lower M2O pump power setting to decrease the infidelity of generated (raw) EPs at the cost of higher average generation time, while the Distillation layer then uses those raw EPs to create purified EPs, and again may decrease the fidelity of EPs at the cost of slower purified pair production by increasing the number of distillation rounds. To compare these two, we must find a common resource at which to evaluate the performance profile due to their combined effect, and then we must compare this to the demands of algorithms to guide a choice of performance. The unified model achieves this by determining the available internode gate performance produced by the network stack as a function of the operation of the Physical layers and then allowing us to evaluate benchmark algorithms executed on the MNQC using those internode gates.

Let us begin by determining the performance of the internode gates offered by the MNQC network stack. Using the unified model pipeline in Figure 8, we can link the models of the previous section in order to evaluate internode gate performance as a function of the Physical, Distillation, and Data layers in the MNQC stack. Figure 8 shows the available infidelity and average generation time of internode gates using raw EPs and distilled EPs. The black curves indicate the average execution time and infidelity of internode gates executed using EPs from the M2O conversion process or with successive rounds of entanglement distillation. At the upper left corner of each curve, operating M2O conversion with a high excitation probability $P_e$ creates a higher EP generation rate and thus low execution time, at the cost of higher infidelity. As $P_e$ is decreased, the infidelity decreases but the average execution time increases. This is precisely the trade-off at the Physical layer identified in Section IV and is reflected in the negative slope of the M2O curve.

Given a particular M2O excitation probability setting, which corresponds to a point along the black curve, the Distillation layer then navigates a similar tradeoff: relative to raw M2O EPs, distilled EPs will have a longer average production time but higher fidelity. At the Data layer, this translates to a longer average execution time but higher fidelity of internode gates. Each round decreases the infidelity, at the cost of increasing the average internode gate time. The interaction of the colored noise affecting the raw entangled pairs as a function of drive power with entanglement distillation leads to complex behavior of the resulting performance. For the fastest gates, no entanglement distillation should be used. For gates with lower infidelity, distillation should be used. The needs of algorithms will then dictate how the internode gate should be executed: given a targeted performance, the number of rounds as well as the excitation probability $P_e$ shape the infidelity and link gate time achievable. If a compiler is able to select from a range of available internode gate times, then the MNQC stack must adjust the excitation probability of M2O generation dynamically to generate the highest fidelity gates for each internode gate time. For example, to achieve gates with lowest infidelity and an internode gate time below $0.1T_1$, one should use the minimal $P_e \approx 0.25$ and two rounds of distillation. On the other hand, to achieve the lowest infidelity possible at all, one should use $P_e \approx 0.35$ and four rounds of distillation. Furthermore, depending on the desired execution time, the compiler may wish to select fewer rounds of distillation with a higher $P_e$, or vice versa. This is particularly important as the infidelity is as much as $2x$ worse when using the incorrect configuration.

Next we turn to see how this internode gate performance affects the performance of algorithms on an MNQC. Beginning with gate performance curves like that of Figure 8 simplified by including only the red bounding curve and removing the unfavorable region, we overlay on them the conditions for successful execution of a successful benchmark to create a ‘Gate-Algorithm Performance’ (GAP) plot. As before, we set $T_1 = T_2 = 1ms$ and assume all local gates to take $100ns$ with a probability of depolarizing errors of $0.001$. The basis gates for these systems comprise the same basis gates as IBM-
Quantum, and each algorithm is transpiled accordingly.

As a first example, we evaluate the effective Quantum Volume (QV) \[164\]. The QV is a measure of the size of the effective Hilbert space traversed by a quantum system before decoherence occurs. With a perfect internode link, the QV would be \(2^{10}\) (Fig 9); with no internode link it would be \(2^5\). Hence this benchmark allows us to quantify the degree to which the multinode system outperforms any one of its nodes. To gauge the performance implications of performing distributed quantum computing, we perform a noisy simulation for each algorithm over this architecture, with the inter-node link having the respective gate time and fidelity attained from internode gate simulation.

The results of the QV benchmark are shown on a ‘Gate-Algorithm Performance’ (GAP plot) in Figure 10, which allows us to compare the available performance of gates produced by the MNQC network stack with the demands of algorithms we wish to execute. Times and fidelities that lead to successful completion of a QV circuit are denoted by shaded `success’ regions. Beginning from the unshaded region, lowering the infidelity and the gate average execution time allows for the successful execution of larger and larger QV circuits. Both parameters are key because while the infidelity of internode links directly causes noise, the long execution times allow errors to accumulate within the nodes.

On top of the shaded success regions, we overlay the available gate performances in a similar manner as in Figure 8. The black line depicts gates executed using raw M2O generation, while the red lines denote internode gates using entanglement distillation. We can quickly see that the achievable performance is much slower and noisier than needed for QV circuits. Indeed, the rate and infidelity will require significant improvement for the MNQC to be able to achieve a QV that improves on the single node performance at all, and orders of magnitude improvement to achieve the maximum possible QV of \(2^{10}\).

While QV gives a single number benchmark randomized over circuits built from all possible two-qubit gates, we also create a GAP plot for a benchmark battery [165, 166] to understand performance of the distillation model for specific algorithms. Our battery of tests is composed of: a Quantum Fourier Transform (QFT) benchmark, an ADDER benchmark, the Bernstein-Vazirani (BV) benchmark, and GHZ state distribution, in order of decreasing demands on the internode link. Again we see the need for faster and higher fidelity internode gates. However, using entanglement distillation, the GHZ and BV benchmarks can be achieved with high fidelity. Hence we see that even though entanglement distillation increases the internode gate time, its use is critical for enabling MNQCs to execute algorithms effectively.
FIG. 8. Performance profiles of internode gates using (black line) only raw M2O entangled pairs or (red line) distilled pairs. Raw M2O pairs on the black line may be tuned for higher rate by increasing the excited state probability $P_e$. Successive rounds of distillation are indicated by the markers on the shaded regions. Using only M2O generation leads to the fastest internode gates at the cost of a high infidelity, while distillation reduces the infidelity at the cost of increasing the internode gate time. A limited number of rounds of distillation can be performed before internode errors degrade the qubits.

FIG. 9. Topology of a small MNQC that we simulate explicitly. The system consists of two five-qubit nodes with a single internode link, with entanglement generation, distillation, and remote gate execution abstracted into the link.

C. Quantum Roofline Model

Because MNQCs are employed to create large quantum systems, we must be able to understand the scaling behavior of large systems in order to identify and navigate tradeoffs and performance bottlenecks. While the GAP models of the previous section gave us a manner to navigate tradeoffs in the MNQC network stack and determine performance requirements for small systems, they cannot scale to large systems as they require density matrix simulations.

In this section, we introduce a Quantum Roofline (Q-Roofline) model, based on the classical roofline model [79], which analyzes the scaling behavior of large systems. The Q-Roofline model allows us to determine whether quantum algorithms are bound by internode or local performance. It can then evaluate compiler performance by determining whether the compiler has sufficiently balanced internode and local operations. The Q-Roofline model aims at modeling steady state behavior (e.g., averaging over the entire application) rather than instantaneous manner. However, when an application contains significantly distinct phases, one may draw particular Q-Roofline figures for each individual phase.

As a first example, we can use the Q-Roofline model to determine whether applications running on an MNQC are bottlenecked by internode or local performance. For a compiled circuit, we define the Computation-to-Communication Ratio (CCR) as the ratio of the number...
of local gates of the algorithm versus remote internode gates over the entire circuit. On the other hand, given a quantum system, we define the machine CCR (MCCR) as the ratio of the rate of execution of local gates to the rate of execution of internode gates. Efficient compilation then seeks to match the balance of internode and local gates in the compiled circuit to that available to the machine, i.e. to match the CCR and MCCR, so as to maximize overall gate throughput while minimize circuit duration for the distributed circuit. We also define the gate density \( \text{Density} \) as the occupancy of gates slots along the time evolution steps of a circuit (i.e., liveness defined in [166]), which provides an upper bound of performance when all remote gates become local. As an initial study on bound analysis, we assume the execution of computation and communication gates can be fully overlapped through the transpiler or runtime scheduler.

Figure 12 shows the Q-Roofline analysis of the application benchmarks from the previous section on the physical architecture in Figure 9. The vertical axis shows the rate of single-qubit gate execution. We take the time unit to be the average gate time. Thus, for this 10-qubit system, the computation performance upper-bound is 10 gates/time. We can draw an horizontal line to set the computation performance bound.

The horizontal axis of Figure 12 denotes the CCR of a circuit. Since there is only one inter-module link (Figure 9), given the duration of the remote gate is \( 1.041 \times 10^{-6} \)s as shown in Figure 11, the internode gate duration is then 10.4 times that of a local gate (i.e., 100ns [167] as used in Section V.B and so the MCCR is 10.4. Using this (MCCR=10.4 and 10 gates/time) coordinate, we can locate a point \( \pi \) in Figure 12a. From that point, drawing a 45 degree line (following the definition of CCR and MCCR), we can obtain the communication performance bound for the targeted MNQC system.

Using these two bounds, we can understand whether internode or local performance bounds the application. The Roofline shape, showcasing the performance bounds, is purely dictated by the quantum hardware. The ridge point \( \pi \) defines the machine’s balance point [168]; if the compiled application’s post-transpilation CCR is less than \( \pi \), it is communication bound in this machine; otherwise, it is computation bound. To see the exact bound, a vertical line can be drawn from the application’s CCR on the horizontal axis; the point it hits on the Roofline shape implies the performance bound.

In particular, let us evaluate the four benchmarks (i.e., BV, GHZ, ADDER and QFT). The GHZ benchmark shows the least demand of communication or the highest CCR, while QFT incorporates frequent entanglement operations through the inter-module link, showing the smallest CCR. The Adder and BV benchmarks display intermediate CCR. This is consistent with the difficulty of each benchmark to reach in Figure 11. In Figure 12, all four benchmarks are communication bound given their CCRs in Table I and the settings of the system. However, none of them can hit the bounds due to their poor gate density. Using QFT as an example, the CCR of QFT is nearly 3.7, but the gate density is merely 0.242, which means the low utilization of the local gates slots (due to application’s logic structure, transpiler behavior, and cost of intranode routing, etc.) limits its ability to even fully utilize the inter-module link, i.e., hit the communication bound. With a density of 0.242, in the best case, the computation performance is 2.42 gates/time, below the communication bound. The same conditions apply to the other three circuits. Therefore, in addition to the machine bound, one should also consider the circuit features such as gate density. Figure 12 shows a different scenario: let’s say we want to enhance the internode link fidelity from 0.9 to 0.99 through two rounds of distillation (see Figure 11). After the first round, the communication performance halves (MCCR=20.8) and we obtain the red slash by shifting right for a unit. Hence both QFT and ADDER are predicted to be communication bound despite their low gate density. Furthermore, through two rounds of distillation, the machine’s communication performance quarters (MCCR=31.2), and we obtain the green slash. Now, except for GHZ, the other three benchmarks QFT, ADDER, BV all become communication bound, with a delivery performance smaller than 2.42, 2.58 and 4.58 gates/time, respectively.

We can also see how the internode fidelity vs. execution time tradeoff that we have investigated affects the scaling performance of applications. From Figure 11 when the internode link gate time is \( 1.041 \times 10^{-6} \)s, the link fidelity is about 0.805 with raw M2O. This results in an overall circuit execution fidelity of 0.9. With two rounds of distillation, the fidelity increases from 0.805 to 0.842 to 0.944 with the overhead of 3 x\ communication latency. This shifts the sloped line right by two units, as shown in Figure 12. Note that each round of distillation doubles the communication latency, and both axes are in 2-log scale.

In particular, in the NISQ era, most fidelity enhancement techniques lead to certain performance degradation with overhead, as shown in Figure 13. Nevertheless, the Q-Roofline model shows how the compiler can play a key role in reaching the best scenario for an application circuit by matching the machine’s balance point. For example, when the application is communication bound, the compiler can increase the CCR to reach the balance.
technology advancement of local performance, internode operations (i.e., the MNQC network stack), and compilers would impact an application’s performance scaling. As shown in the figure, (i) enhanced internode operations will shift the sloped communication bound of the Q-Roofline to the left, making it less likely that applications will be communication bound; (ii) improved quantum processors will lift the local computation bound up, leading to better system performance; (iii) better quantum compilers which minimize the number of communication operations between processors will contribute to larger CCRs, moving an application to the right along the x-axis and decreasing the chances of being communication bound. If an application is computation bound but has not saturated the device’s local computation bandwidth, then a compiler which increases the parallelization of the program’s instructions will increase the gate throughput and move the application upwards along the y-axis.

For example, through the performance scaling of local quantum devices and quantum interconnects, the machine’s balance point \( \pi \) moves towards the upper-left to \( \pi' \). Meanwhile, if an application is bound by communication at \( \alpha \), (i) with only compiler improvement, the larger CCR renders the application from communication bound to computation bound, with a higher performance \( \alpha_1 \); (ii) with only communication improvement, the communication bound is lifted and performance improves to \( \alpha_2 \); (iii) with both computation and communication improvement, the performance further improves to \( \alpha_3 \); (iv) with all computation, communication and compiler improvement, the performance can arrive at \( \alpha_4 \). For quantum programs of a sufficiently large size, the compilation problem may become intractable and therefore the reported gate density and computation-to-communication ratio will be lower bounds on the true, optimal values.

Overall, the Q-Roofline model provides a way to conceptually and quantitatively balance the internode link performance with local performance. It allows us to identify and navigate bottlenecks by trading off internode and local computation intensity (i.e., adjusting the CCR) so that applications are balanced for the machines they are

---

**FIG. 12.** Performance bound analysis for QFT, Adder, BV and GHZ on the 10-qubit MNQR system through Q-Roofline model.

**FIG. 13.** The Q-Roofline model also shows how the tradeoffs in fidelity and internode gate execution time affect performance bottlenecks.

**FIG. 14.** Improvements to the local compute nodes and the communication operations between them increases the area beneath the hardware bounds in the Q-Roofline model. Within the software layer, optimizations performed by the compiler to minimize communication and maximize parallelism will move an application \( \alpha \) up and right.

---

point. On the other hand, when the application is computation bound, it can trade-off performance for fidelity (e.g., through distillation, error-mitigation, etc.) until again reaching the balance point.

Lastly, we may also use the Q-Roofline model to predict the effect of improvements to each layer on the scaling behavior of applications. Figure 14 illustrates how
executed on. For hardware designers, this information is useful for deciding whether it is most beneficial to increase compute or communication bandwidth or fidelity. On the software side, the location of an application with respect to both bandwidth bounds will inform the compiler whether it is better to focus on minimizing the number of remote operations to increase the CCR and unblock the application from the communication bound, or focus on maximizing parallelism.

D. Error Mitigation and Circuit Cutting

We have quantified the performance of MNQCs as a function of the internode gate time and fidelity, shown how to navigate the tradeoff between these two quantities, and examined the role that the Compiler and Application layers have in minimizing the use of the internode link. However, we have also seen the dramatic limitations of near-term MNQCs, whose performance only modestly exceeds that of a single node. Given this, we must determine whether the quantum link is worth building at all, or, more precisely, whether a quantum link can outperform a purely classical link.

For purely classical links, we could use classical circuit-knitting techniques\textsuperscript{48–50} which execute circuits separately on the individual nodes many times to replicate a quantum link. On the quantum side, the use of multiple circuit executions allows us to consider error mitigation techniques. Here we compare the number of executions required for error mitigation to those required for circuit knitting in order to quantify the relative performance of quantum links and classical links. The key to achieving this is to combine the MNQC network simulations of internode gate execution time and fidelity from Section V B with models of error mitigation\textsuperscript{170, 171} and circuit cutting\textsuperscript{50–53}.

For both error mitigation and circuit knitting, the number of circuits required scales exponentially with the number of circuit uses, i.e. as $O(\gamma^k)$, where $k$ is the number of gates across the link and $\gamma$ depends on which method we use and the underlying hardware performance. In the case of error mitigation, more executions are required to mitigate the loss in fidelity from the quantum link. In particular, for probabilistic error cancellation (PEC)\textsuperscript{170, 171} the value of $\gamma$ per gate is\textsuperscript{1}

$$\gamma_{\text{PEC}}(d, F_p) = \left(\frac{d^2 F_p - 1}{d^2 - 1}\right)^{-4(d^2-1)/d^2},$$

where $d$ is the dimension of the gate ($d = 4$ for a two-qubit gate) and $F_p$ is the process fidelity. For an internode gate of fidelity $F_{\text{LL}}$ and gate time $T_{\text{LL}}$ the total error due to the internode gate, including both the error of the operation and the (intranode) noise accumulated during the long internode gate execution time, is $\gamma_{\text{PEC}}(4, F_{\text{LL}}) / \gamma_{\text{PEC}}(2, e^{-T_{\text{LL}}/T_2})$, where $T_* = T_1 T_2 / (T_1 + T_2)$ is the effective fidelity lifetime of a qubit. In the case of circuit cutting or knitting\textsuperscript{50–53}, there is no quantum link, but one can emulate the $2n$-qubit system by running more circuits on the smaller devices and combining the results classically. In Ref.\textsuperscript{53} it is shown that $\gamma = 9$, and that this can be reduced to $\gamma = 4$ with local operations and classical communication. Since $\gamma$ for circuit knitting is independent of the link fidelity, there is a crossover regime in which the circuit knitting procedures require less overhead.

The contrast between the procedures is summarized in Fig. 15. Despite the relatively poor performance of the internode link, it still develops a significant advantage over a purely classical link for link infidelity $\lesssim 0.5$. In the previous subsection, we found that the two-node infidelity is better than this in almost all cases when using M2O and entanglement distillation. Hence the quantum link is advantageous despite the noise and slow gate times. Moreover, this advantage is key when scaling the systems. For example, if we use $k = 20$ internode gates during an algorithm, then the circuit cutting requires between $10^{12}$ and $10^{13}$ circuits while a quantum link with an infidelity of 10% requires only $10^4$ circuits. A classical algorithm that scales as $2^n$ needs about $10^{18}$ steps. For example, as shown in the QCPA in Figure 16, the 10-qubit QFT circuit simulated for the benchmarks required 128 gates across the link, which for PEC at 2.5% infidelity of the link requires about $10^6$ circuits to mit-

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig15.pdf}
\caption{Comparing the scaling of different methods to link circuit subsystems together where the number of circuits requires scales as $O(\gamma^k)$ where $k$ is the number of CX gates between the subsystems. For circuit knitting we give the upper-bound (UB) and lower-bound (LB), see Ref.\textsuperscript{53}. Circuit knitting methods require no actual connection whereas PEC is a method to mitigate a lossy quantum link between the sections. A quantum link is almost always superior.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{1} This is $\gamma^2$ from\textsuperscript{171}

FIG. 15. Comparing the scaling of different methods to link circuit subsystems together where the number of circuits requires scales as $O(\gamma^k)$ where $k$ is the number of CX gates between the subsystems. For circuit knitting we give the upper-bound (UB) and lower-bound (LB), see Ref.\textsuperscript{53}. Circuit knitting methods require no actual connection whereas PEC is a method to mitigate a lossy quantum link between the sections. A quantum link is almost always superior.
FIG. 16. Quantum-Classical Performance Analysis comparing the number of gates required for circuit cutting (red) and PEC (dotted blue) as a function of the number of internode gates. For the QFT benchmark, with 128 internode gates (green), circuit cutting is clearly infeasible.

igate while for circuit knitting would require a clearly infeasible $10^{77}$ circuits.

While PEC is advantageous in many cases, it can be at a disadvantage if the internode gate is very long since then the $\gamma_{\text{PEC}}$ increases due to the infidelity due to decoherence on all the other qubits. This effect is considerable if internode execution time $T_{\text{link}}$ is on the order of $T_\gamma/N_q$. Managing this effect will require balancing the number of qubits $N_q$ in use, which sets $\gamma$, with the number of uses $k$ of the internode link. Hence compilers that can maintain a high CCR are critical for maintaining the advantage of quantum links.

We have quantified the performance of each layer of the MNQC stack, showed how to navigate tradeoffs in the network layers, developed a model for evaluating Compiler and Application layer performance, and compared classical and circuit knitting approaches. In particular, we found that in order to navigate the tradeoff between the time and fidelity of internode operations at Physical and Distillation layers, the Physical layer should use initial states which depend on the number of rounds of distillation to be performed, which in turn require inputs from algorithm requirements. Furthermore, optimizing MNQC performance requires balancing local computation with internode computation which can be quantified using the Q-Roofline model. Moreover, we also saw the advantage of quantum links over classical circuit knitting approaches, which demonstrated that even with modest fidelity quantum links can reduce the number of circuits needed by many orders of magnitude over classical approaches.

VI. TOWARDS A DISTRIBUTED QUANTUM COMPUTER: RESEARCH TARGETS

In the previous section, we saw that although quantum links outperform their classical counterparts, MNQCs will need considerable improvement to become viable models for scaling quantum computers. Developing MNQCs that can outperform any of their nodes and execute algorithms of practical importance will require improvements in each layer of the MNQC stack. In this section, we propose research directions that can deliver improved performance at each layer and illustrate how these improvements combine to improve MNQC performance in terms of the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA models of the previous section.

A. Physical Layer Improvements: M2O Conversion and Multiplexing

Improving internode gate performance is a key target for enabling performant MNQCs. The analysis of section V shows that MNQC performance is significantly bottlenecked by the low fidelity and generation rate of EPs, which lead to gate times and infidelities 10-1000x worse than what we expect from local gates. However, achieving improvements of this magnitude will require significant progress in current technology, or entirely new paradigms all together. Here we briefly describe three potential improvements: iterating on current M2O approaches, developing robust multiplexing, and, in the long term, developing a high-fidelity coupling between superconducting qubits and trapped ions. The speculative effects of these improvements are summarized in Table II.

Considerable progress may be made in the continued development of M2O devices. Metal reflectors [172, 173] and spot size converters [174, 175] have been experimentally demonstrated to minimize the insertion photon loss of grating couplers and edge couplers respectively, which can be applied to on-chip M2O converters to reduce fiber-to-chip coupling loss. Enhancement of the single-photon interaction rate is also critical, which requires further material and device optimization such as the minimization of mode volume [176, 177] and the improvement of optical and microwave resonator quality factors [128]. In addition, thermal added noise induced by optical pump heating needs to be well suppressed to reduce the conversion infidelity. Possible heat dissipation methods to be investigated include radiative cooling [178, 179], the use of superfluid helium for cooling [180], and the use of epitaxially grown superconducting materials [181, 182]. The bandwidth of the converters can be increased by operating the resonators in the overcoupled regime. Waveguide-based converters rather than resonator-based converters also present a potential route to broadband conversion.

As a target for development, we present the performance of a hypothetical M2O converter (see Appendix B Ta-
TABLE II. The effects of three classes of improvements to the physical layer, as demonstrated in the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA analyses.

M2O Improvements:
Iterated improvements to M2O devices and protocols can yield 10x higher rate and 10x lower infidelity. 5x or more

M2O Multiplexing:
Frequency and spatial multiplexing can increase effective EP generation rate 100x.

Hi-fidelity Ion M2O:
Ion-superconducting qubit coupling could increase rate 1000x using buffering and reduce infidelity 1000x using ion-ion links.
Another key direction for improvement at the Physical layer is the use of multiplexing. As we saw in Section V, increasing the rate of pair generation is a key goal of the Physical layer. By operating multiple entanglement generation devices in parallel, we can increase the effective rate of entangled pair generation. Because decoherence accumulated while waiting for further EPs is a major source of internode noise, increasing the effective rate of EP generation reduces both the time and infidelity of internode communication, resulting in the dramatic effects shown in the second row of Table II.

Multiplexing M2O EP generation requires routing entangled photons generated in parallel channels into a superconducting node’s distillation module in real time. There are several methods for multiplexing flying qubits into a superconducting node. One multiplexing method that is promising for long-distance entanglement uses the “pitch-and-catch” framework, where the flying qubit is caught by a linear bus and swapped into the qubit coupled to that bus [24, 33, 35, 36]. Frequency-multiplexing the flying qubits would allow multiple flying qubits to be caught in parallel by the corresponding modes in the send/receive bus, and distributed into various coupled qubits. One advantageous choice of bus-qubit coupler is the SNAIL (Superconducting Nonlinear Asymmetric Inductive Element) [196] rather than currently used transmon couplers; the three-wave mixing interaction has reduced susceptibility to unwanted transitions/parametric processes compared to the four-wave mixing in transmon-based couplers. The SNAIL has been used to demonstrate successful all-to-all routing among 4 quantum modules [2]. The SNAIL can also be used as an alternative method for multiplexing flying qubits which is relevant for physically compact quantum computing within a single fridge. In this modality, a non-linear SNAIL bus passively couples together all the qubits extending from it [7, 197].

Finally, hybrid technologies promise the greatest potential improvements, but also pose the most severe technical challenges [198]. In particular, a hybrid system using ions coupled to superconducting qubits [199–201] could allow for optical ion-ion links [202–204], between chips in separate dilution refrigerators. Significant technical challenges accompany hybrid ion-superconducting qubits [205]. However, techniques using molecular ions coupled to superconductors [206, 210], while the use of ion chains for mode matching [211] can improve this coupling. As shown schematically in the third row of Table II, a superconducting-ion coupling would enable the rapid production of high-fidelity internode entangled pairs, likely limited chiefly by the rate and fidelity of the superconducting-ion coupling [201], and the use of ions as an extremely long-lived memory would also have significant implications for entanglement distillation and is discussed in the following section.

B. Distillation Layer Improvements

In Section V, we saw the key role entanglement distillation plays in enabling MNQC performance by improving the fidelity of EPs produced during the M2O process. However, entanglement purification performance is currently limited by the low yield of the purification protocols as well as by qubit decoherence during the purification. Potential improvements to this performance include careful co-design of protocols to adapt for the noise profile of M2O generation, the use of memory to prevent decoherence during the distillation process, and the use of long-term memories to allow buffering and effectively remove the fidelity bound. We tabulate these approaches and their speculative effects in Table III.

To improve the fidelity of these EPs, several entanglement purification protocols have been invented. In Appendix C, we briefly introduce two purification protocols: the BBPSSW protocol [59] and the DEJMPS protocol [160]. In Section IV’s full stack simulation the DEJMPS protocol is used, as it provides more efficient purification compared to the BBPSSW protocol [160] and uses a small number of EPs to perform purification. We also notice that more advanced purification protocols,
TABLE III. The effects of three classes of improvements to the Distillation layer, as demonstrated in the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distillation Protocol Co-Design:</th>
<th>GAP</th>
<th>Q-Roofline</th>
<th>QCPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Careful tailoring of distillation protocols to M2O noise may reduce infidelity 2x or more</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ms Memory: Protection from decoherence greatly improves distillation performance allowing new regimes of algorithms.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10ms Memory: Memory protects from decoherence and allows buffering of many EPs, allowing for high-fidelity, cheap internode gates.</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 18. Comparison of the EXPEDIENT purification protocol [212] with the two-round nested DEJMPS protocol [160].

e.g., double selection purification protocol [213]. EXPEDIENT and STRINGENT purification protocols [212], may give better output EP fidelities after purification. In Fig. 18, we compare the performance of the two-round nested DEJMPS protocol with the EXPEDIENT protocol. The input EP state is from the M2O calculation. We notice the EXPEDIENT protocol uses 5 EPs in total to generate one EP with higher fidelity. Compared to the 2-round nested DEJMPS protocol, the EXPEDIENT protocol can give ~ 2 times improvement. However, as it requires more EPs for each purification operation, the time for remote gate operation will be longer, and it will suffer more from the decoherence error if the EP generation is slow. However, even the DEJMPS protocol has a low purification yield. This is because for each purification, one of the two input EPs is destroyed. One direction for future work is to design new protocols for more efficient entanglement purification. Both the BBPSSW and DEJMPS protocols accept any raw EPs whose fidelity to the target state is greater than 0.5, without utilizing any other information about those states. One way to improve purification efficiency is to construct a precise error model for the raw EPs generated from the physical layer, and use that error information to design a more efficient purification protocol. This new protocol can either use hashing protocols with high finite yield [212, 214, 215] or require fewer rounds of nested purification to achieve high-fidelity EPs, so it could be used to implement more complex distributed algorithms. The improved performance of the EXPEDIENT protocol is shown in the first
row of Table III.

In the full stack simulation (see Fig. 10 and 11), with the finite raw entangled pair generation rate, it is only practical to perform a few rounds of nested purification. In Fig. 19, we calculate the fidelity of the output entangled pair after $n$ rounds of purification. We observe a steady increase in output state infidelity due to the qubits relaxing and dephasing while waiting for more raw EPs to be generated. As discussed in Section VIA, the fastest raw EP generation rates are currently on the order of 1 MHz, so to make purification robust, effort must be made to reduce the raw EP generation time and increase qubit coherence times. In Fig. 19b we plot the one-shot success probability of $n$ rounds of purification [see Eq. (C5) in Appendix C]. Due to the DEJMPS protocol’s low yield, even though the success probability of each single purification of two raw EPs can be close to unity, the overall single-shot success probability decreases exponentially as the number of nested purification rounds increases. This can also be seen from the fact that the number of terms in Eq. (C5) increases exponentially as the round increases. So the purification protocol’s low yield limits the practical benefit of doing many purification rounds in the entanglement distillation layer.

Furthermore, in our full-stack simulation, we assume that the local gates have depolarization error with probability 0.1%. However, in reality, the local gates between the compute qubits used to purify EPs may have larger errors. In Fig. 20 we consider the fidelity gain ($\Delta F$) by performing a single round of entanglement purification to explore the effect of local imperfections. We consider the effect of CNOT gate error as well as qubit relaxation and dephasing during the purification protocol. We notice that even with CNOT gate error $P_{\text{CNOT}} = 0.01$ [107], the efficiency of entanglement purification is noticeably affected compared to $P_{\text{CNOT}} = 0.001$ case. To improve the performance of the purification layer and fully leverage the power of entanglement purification, local gate error needs to be kept low.

One likely way to suppress relaxation and dephasing during purification is to use dedicated quantum memory elements. When the compute qubits are waiting for the next raw EP to arrive, their states can be swapped into quantum memory elements that have longer coherence times. This is particularly helpful for later rounds of distillation when the idle time on one of the two EPs from the previous round is substantial. In order to achieve this goal, the quantum memory elements need to have fast and high-fidelity SWAP gates with the compute qubits and they need to be stabilized against relaxation and dephasing.

![FIG. 19. The performance of the DEJMPS purification protocol with sequential raw EP generation. In (a), we plot the infidelity of the output state from $n$ rounds of purification using DEJMPS protocol. The generated raw EPs have fidelity 0.9. The superconducting qubits have $T_1 = T_2 = 1$ ms. In (b), we plot the one-shot success probability as a function of nested purification rounds. The one-shot success probability decreases exponentially.](image-url-a)

![FIG. 20. The performance of the DEJMPS purification protocol with imperfections. We consider a single round of entanglement purification in the presence of imperfect gates between superconducting qubits and finite qubit coherence times. The CNOT gate error is modeled by depolarizing error channels with error probability $P_{\text{CNOT}} = 0.001$. The fidelity of the imperfect EPs before purification is $F_0$, and after the purification we calculate the fidelity gain $\Delta F = F_{\text{new}} - F_0$. In addition, the superconducting qubits have finite relaxation and dephasing times for all but the case labeled “Ideal”. The qubit relaxation and dephasing times are $T_1 = T_2 = 1$ ms. Each round of purification takes 1 $\mu$s. The “Ideal” line is for the performance of the purification protocol with neither CNOT gate error nor decoherence error.](image-url-b)
phasing, either by having naturally long coherence times or via active or autonomous quantum error correction [216]. The effect of a memory with a 1ms coherence time is shown in the second row of Table [111] where we see that it dramatically reduces the achievable internode fidelities.

Transmon and fluxonium superconducting qubits have demonstrated high-fidelity two-qubit entangling gates [102, 106, 107, 217, 218], which make them good computing elements. Recent improvements in material processing and shielding/filtering have also boosted their coherence times towards 1 ms (as assumed in our simulations). However, 2D qubit coherence is often limited by dielectric loss from the substrate [219] and the interfaces [220], while 3D microwave modes can serve as even better memory elements [221] with potential lifetimes up to seconds [222]. Furthermore, 3D multimode cavities are a promising form of quantum memory element because a memory buffer with many storage modes can be created out of a single physical cavity, and high-fidelity SWAP gates in and out of the buffer can be performed by a single transmon [223, 224].

For these memory cavities to be effective in distillation protocols, an important area of improvement is the fidelity of cavity-qubit [223] or cavity-cavity SWAP [224] gates. These previous demonstrations rely on the shared nonlinearity of transmons to activate relatively slow four wave mixing processes. More recent experiments have shown that by using purpose-built parametric couplers one can perform much faster SWAP operations (100 ns or less) regardless of the nonlinearity of the swapping modes [220, 227], analogous to parametric two-qubit gates [228]. Implementation of these gates may allow storage of retrieval of EPs to and from quantum memory elements with infidelity at 10^{-4} level.

An effective quantum memory exceeding 1ms, such as the hybrid superconducting-ion system discussed in the previous section, can have paradigm-shifting effects on both the fidelity and rate of internode communication because it can allow for the buffering of entangled pairs. The effects of a 10ms quantum memory are schematically shown in the third row of Table [111] where the buffering of memory reduces the time to execute internode gates during an algorithm to be comparable to that of local computation and thus results in a dramatic improvement in MNQC performance. In order to further increase the coherence time of the memory qubit, one could consider encoding the quantum information into a bosonic error correction code and implementing error correction [224–231]. Recently, active and autonomous stabilization of bosonic codes has been demonstrated close to or beyond the break-even point including the cat code [193, 216], the binomial code [194, 232], and the GKP code [194, 233]. However, in these experiments the coherence of the error-corrected quantum memory is limited by that of the nonlinear ancilla element used for stabilization. Eliminating this limitation and realizing a fault-tolerant bosonic memory well beyond the break-even point is an active topic of research [234, 236].

C. Compiler and Application Improvements

While the lower levels of the MNQC stack determine the properties of the internode gates, it is the application and compiler layers that determine the use of internode gates and thus the performance of applications on a future MNQC. Much as in classical computing, developing compilers that can efficiently optimize around weaker internode links and applications that are adapted to multinode architectures will be critical for the success of MNQCs, and we must understand how improvements to these layer intersect with those of the rest of the stack. Determining the potential improvements for these layers involves considerable uncertainty as we do not have bounds for the performance achievable by compilers that have not been built (in the language of Section VI we do not have bounds on achievable CCRs), nor can we estimate the potential of algorithms yet to be discovered. Hence for these layers we take a schematic approach that still allows us to lay out a research agenda towards effective MNQCs.

At the compiler level, the perennial issues of qubit placement and routing must be overcome in addition to the complexities introduced by modular architectures containing heterogeneous qubit implementations and gate operations. Between the compiler and application layers, questions surrounding the software infrastructure responsible for workload management and resource sharing must be addressed. To overcome these issues we point to the similarities between distributed QC and classical HPC and discuss ways in which the strategies developed in the classical domain might be adapted to the quantum case. Finally, at the top of the stack we emphasize the need to profile and better understand distributed applications such that the information learned at the application level might help inform the co-design of the lower layers of the MNQC stack.

1. Compiler Improvements

Multinode systems pose a significant challenge for compilers due to both their scale and the complexities of balancing internode gates, local gates, and circuit cutting gates. As we have seen, internode operations are likely to remain more expensive and error-prone than local quantum gates, and therefore minimizing the communication overhead incurred during compilation will remain a primary concern.

Scale poses a challenge because assigning logical qubits to physical qubits, scheduling complex multi-qubit interactions, and routing physical qubits while respecting connectivity constraints become intractable as the number of qubits and gates in the program increases [237–239]. Current compilers are capable of translating large
programs (containing more than $10^6$ logical qubits and gates) into hardware-agnostic assembly programs \cite{240}, but are currently limited in their ability to map this to a hardware-compatible executable \cite{241}. This problem is similar to the situation within classical high-performance computing where empirical studies have shown that the communication overhead quite often accounts for a larger portion of the program runtime than compute \cite{242,241}. Quantum compilers may look to the field of classical HPC where load balancing has been extensively studied and efficient heuristic methods have been developed \cite{245,246}. Compiler-oriented partitioning, where circuit partitioning algorithms \cite{64,247,248} are applied during compilation, can also be applied to optimize for minimal communications, maximum fidelity, and balanced workloads \cite{54}. Once a program has been partitioned, distribution binds circuit partitions to module nodes and schedules inter-node communications. This is similar to qubit mapping, but at a coarser grain. The goal is to shorten the critical path (e.g., hide communication latency with local computation) and maximize program success rates while respecting communication dependencies constraints \cite{54}. The architecture and metrics introduced in Figure 4 help to quantify the entanglement distillation process such that this information may be incorporated into a compiler to optimize distillation scheduling. Additional optimizations include buffer management \cite{63}, aggregation \cite{63}, and collective communication \cite{63,249}.

Furthermore, good system performance may be achieved through efficient load balancing by boosting local occupancy and minimizing communication overheads. As discussed in Section V for large quantum programs we use the CCR of the compiled program as the performance metric for comparing among compilers, algorithms, and runtimes. Theoretically, the CCR is bounded by the number of local computations when no communication is ever needed. However, as shown in the Q-Roofline models of Figure 12 and Figure 14, large gains can be obtained with algorithms designed for distributed systems, e.g., distributed QPE, reducing internode gates by 100x or more.

As a feature of user access, designing clusters of distributed quantum computers presents new and interesting challenges with regards to their software infrastructure. First, the appropriate level of abstraction for designing distributed quantum systems is an open question. Recent work has shown that quantum program success rates can be greatly improved by breaking layers of abstraction \cite{250} and thus it will be necessary to balance quantum program success rates with user efficiency when designing distributed quantum systems. Secondly, while Section V is concerned with optimizing the compute throughput for a single application, multiple users submitting multiple dependent or independent job requests to a QC cluster presents set of challenges for efficient workload scheduling. In the classical paradigm, workload managers such as SLURM \cite{251} are responsible for scheduling the available hardware resources to best meet the needs of the users. In a distributed quantum cluster, it appears that shared entanglement is likely to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficient Compiling: Compiler improvements reduce internode gate use by a factor of 2x or more and scale to large sizes</th>
<th>GAP</th>
<th>Q-Roofline</th>
<th>QCPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New Distributed Algorithms: Large gains can be obtained with algorithms designed for distributed systems, e.g., distributed QPE, reducing internode gates by 100x or more.</th>
<th>GAP</th>
<th>Q-Roofline</th>
<th>QCPA</th>
</tr>
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TABLE IV. Schematic depiction of the effects of improvements to the compiler and application layers, as demonstrated in the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA analyses.
the most precious resource but the exact optimization objective itself and the specific management method still remain open questions.

Finally, MNQC systems lead to an interesting problem of software-hardware co-design because they may naturally support diverse heterogeneous architectures. Heterogeneity may manifest within the computation or communication within a distributed architecture. Individual nodes may consist of memory and compute regions implemented via different qubit modalities, and diverse technologies, implementing both quantum sensors and computers, may be used within a single quantum network. In this work we focused our analysis on combined quantum-classical communication channels which enable entanglement distribution [50] and teleportation [252]. However, other protocols may be used requiring only classical channels as in quantum circuit cutting [48, 19, 51] and entanglement forging [253], or solely quantum channels such as shuttling [254], direct state transfer [252] and cross-chip two-qubit gates [20]. Each protocol presents unique tradeoffs between fidelity, speed, and ease of implementation that any future compiler for a distributed system must consider.

2. Application and Algorithm Improvements

The design of a distributed quantum architecture will be heavily influenced by the workloads it is expected to encounter in practice. Profiling quantum programs to better understand the similarities and differences in their resource requirements is a critical area of future work. Prior work evaluating the performance of potential quantum architectures demonstrated that the match between hardware and application is important because quantum programs display different levels of computation versus communication [166, 255]. Our work in Section V and Figure I1 supports this view by demonstrating quantum applications’ sensitivity to the parameters which characterize the quantum communication channels. Taking an example from classical computing, most applications can be assigned to one of a small number of application classes such as dense linear algebra, sparse linear algebra, N-body methods, and so on [68]. An important open question is understanding whether most quantum algorithms can similarly be grouped into a small number of general computational motifs.

In addition to profiling existing quantum applications, algorithm development – especially algorithms developed specifically for distributed systems – will play a critical role in the evolution of the field. Early investigations into distributed quantum applications include quantum telecommunication [256], distributed Shor’s algorithm and arithmetic [252, 257, 258], distributed VQE (via classical networks [259] or quantum interconnects [260]), and distributed phase estimation [261].

In Section V we noted that while many complex algorithms were unachievable using present technology, GHZ creation could be performed with high fidelity. In turn, this actually implies that Quantum Phase Estimation (QPE) is a good candidate for execution on early MNQCs. In fact, despite the fact that QPE is viewed as a high circuit depth algorithm, the multinode architecture can be used to increase the phase kickback coming from the controlled unitary operation and thus forms a good candidate for evaluation on an MNQC. Two strategies exist for such parallelism: the fully coherent approach of [262] which gives a reduction in the depth of phase estimation that is linear in the number of nodes and the approach that uses classical communication (found in the supplementary material of [261]). Both of these are reviewed in detail in Appendix A. In the case of an MNQC with quantum links, then we can use $O(\frac{1}{\epsilon})$ nodes to perform phase estimation to accuracy $\epsilon$ in $O(1)$ time; in the case of purely classical links, then $O(\frac{1}{\epsilon^2})$ nodes suffices to achieve the same bound.

In brief, the fully coherent version of distributed quantum phase estimation takes the form in Figure 21. It then follows from noting that the circuit returns the phase $e^{i30\theta}$ from the phase kickback effect that in general this idea can be repeated $p$ times to obtain $p$ times the phase that would be seen with a single step of an iterative phase estimation procedure. However, the error in the internode link must be $O(\frac{\epsilon^2}{p^{\frac{1}{2}}})$, placing a significant demand on the performance of the MNQC stack. These properties thus make the QPE an intriguing early primitive for future early multinode machines using both classical and quantum links.

For quantum simulation, there are physical systems and model Hamiltonians that exhibit hybrid quantum-classical characters that can be naturally parallelized. One example of these model Hamiltonians is the quantum embedding descriptions of complex materials with multiple inequivalent impurity-bath subsystems [263, 267] and quantum minimal entanglement typical thermal state sampling for finite-temperature simulations [268]. Additionally, in complex chemical systems such as metal-organic framework [269] and protein-ligand binding [270, 271], reaction centers typically contain transition metal

![FIG. 21. Distributed Quantum Phase Estimation circuit on $p = 3$ nodes. Although QPE is a high-depth algorithm, the highly communication-efficient structure of the distributed QPE circuit renders it a natural candidate for early MNQCs.](image-url)
species that exhibit strong quantum effects while the rest of molecular backbone are largely classical and thus enables natural parallelization in simulation by utilizing locality of chemical processes.

Besides these rather straightforward quantum parallelizations, quantum algorithms and physical systems can also be tailored for calculations on the multinode quantum architecture with weak linkages. For example, the impurity-bath model in dynamical mean-field theory calculations can be optimized to minimize the direct interactions between the impurity and bath subsystems \cite{272}, and quantum transport systems of leads through nanocontacts naturally minimize the number of inter-node nonlocal gates \cite{273,274}. In quantum embedding calculations, the size of the fragment or cluster can be reduced and the level of theory for treating the bath may be performed at a lower mean field level which can minimize the number of entangled degrees of freedom with the fragment. Furthermore, simulations of the full electronic structure of periodic materials may lend themselves well to MNQC architectures. Electronic structure calculations at different in reciprocal momentum space can be parallelized with limited inter-node communication required \cite{275}. Alternatively, real-space Wannier function representations to achieve compact encodings of electronic orbitals \cite{276} may allow for parallelization of neighboring periodic cell images over separate nodes. Such approaches could facilitate electronic property calculations in the thermodynamic limit with smaller simulation cells, and thus a reduction in the qubit requirements per node.

These parallel schemes on electronic structure calculation can be directly applied to semi-classical \textit{ab initio} molecular dynamics simulation such as the Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics \cite{277}. A key step of the molecular dynamics simulation is to evaluate the electronic structure at different nuclei coordinates repeatedly, which naturally benefits from the distributed QPE protocol in Appendix A. Beyond semi-classical dynamics, it is possible to rephrase quantum dynamics as finding the ground state of a composite Hamiltonian \cite{278}, where parallelization protocols for embedding schemes as discussed above are promising to accelerate quantum dynamics. VQE approaches can also be designed to have structure that can take advantage of systems in which disjoint degrees of freedom are connected by small terms in a Hamiltonian (weak linkages) with only weak correlations between the subregions. Recent advances in classical simulations have been able to exploit this type of correlation structure with cluster algorithms \cite{279}. A recent quantum algorithm has demonstrated that a VQE approach can be designed with the same advantages as a cluster algorithm \cite{280}. Further research based on clustering algorithms may allow for new VQE approaches that are well suited for MNQC architectures.

VII. OUTLOOK

We have quantified the potential performance of internode gates by building a layered architecture for internode link execution in MNQCs and developing a detailed quantitative model of each layer. By uniting these models, we were able to compare the available internode gate performance with the demands of algorithms in the GAP analysis, then reveal the relative costs of internode gates relative to local gates with the Q-Roofline model and relative to circuit cutting with the QCPA analysis. Our results paint a picture of the improvement in internode link performance needed to realize MNQCs links capable of competing with monolithic systems, and we laid out a research roadmap towards MNQCs, displaying potential improvements for each of the Physical, Distillation, and Application and Compiler layers in terms of the GAP, Q-Roofline, and QCPA models.

Going forward, these models provide benchmarks to quantify the impact of actual research developments as they are achieved. For future improvements in M2O technology improves, we can now directly predict the algorithms unlocked by improved fidelity and rate of M2O conversion. Similarly, as quantum memories are developed, we can determine how entanglement distillation will be improved, or how buffering of entangled pairs will allow new, more demanding computations to be completed successfully. For distributed compilers and algorithms, the Q-Roofline model provides a tangible metric for compiler performance, while the GAP and QCPA analyses demonstrate the impacts of improved efficiency and reduced reliance on internode communication. Uniting these analyses, we can now measure progress towards MNQCs that outperform monolithic systems.

More broadly, one of the most exciting future directions is extending this analysis to other platforms. While we have focused on superconducting systems with M2O interlinks as an MNQC, there is a wide array of platforms which have been envisioned as potential realizations of MNQCs. Borrowing from classical co-design \cite{81,82}, our models are designed in a way which allows for different interconnection platforms to be analyzed in future work by changing only the Physical layer, while new distillation protocols can be used in the Distillation layer simulations and new local architecture can be changed in the Application and Compiler layer simulations. By interchanging these models, our approach can quantify the available performance across a range of systems from large scale quantum networks \cite{83,84} for distributed computing to smaller networks using cryogenic microwave links \cite{7,20,30,100,281}, which show considerable promise in the near future. Similarly, our approach can also characterize modular trapped ion systems \cite{11,13} and neutral atom platforms \cite{252,253}. Hybrid systems consisting of several of these technologies \cite{199,201,284,285} are a promising route for future networked systems and can also be treated within this framework, allowing this approach to treat the full range
of inter-operable distributed quantum systems. Just as our analysis revealed key tradeoffs and pointed the way for future technology development in superconducting M2O systems, a similar analysis of each of these other candidate platforms can quantify the performance currently available technology can offer as an MNQC, reveal key tradeoffs and interactions between components that may be make-or-break for multinode systems, and help develop research roadmaps that point the way towards the successful realization of MNQCs.
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Appendix A: Distributed QPE

Quantum phase estimation (QPE) is perhaps surprisingly one of the easiest subroutines in quantum computing to distribute in MNQC systems. This is in spite of the fact that QPE is often viewed as a high circuit depth algorithm. In this section we will discuss two approaches for distributing quantum phase estimation. Two strategies exist for such parallelism: the fully coherent approach of Ref. [262] which gives a reduction in the depth of phase estimation that is linear in the number of nodes and the approach that uses classical communication (found in the supplementary material of Ref. [261]). Our aim in this section is to review these approaches and place bounds on the channel fidelity needed to see an advantage from the former approach.

The task of phase estimation is to provide an estimate of an eigenphase of a unitary operation $U$. Specifically, assume that for unitary $U \in \mathbb{C}^{2^n \times 2^n}$ that $|\psi_n\rangle$ are eigenvectors such that $U|\psi_n\rangle = e^{i\theta_n}|\psi_n\rangle$ for real valued $\theta_n$. The aim of the phase estimation problem is to find, for any $\epsilon > 0$ and probability of success at least 2/3, an estimate $\hat{\theta}_k$ such that there exists $\theta_k$ that obeys $|\theta_k - \hat{\theta}_k| \leq \epsilon$. In practice, the phase estimation problem is usually more specific and a particular eigenphase is desired. In which case the user must provide a quantum state that has high-overlap with the target eigenstate for this protocol to succeed with high probability.

The central challenge of phase estimation is that the optimal scaling is given by the Heisenberg limit $|\theta_k - \theta| \leq \frac{\pi}{2}$ for any quantum algorithm that estimates $\theta_k$ using $T$ applications of the unitary $U$. For applications in chemistry, these errors need to be on the order of $10^{-4}$ or smaller [261], necessitating a large number of applications of the underlying unitary. Our aim is to distribute these executions of the unitary over the network in such a way so that the phase estimation can be performed in low depth. Specifically, if we will see that if we have an MNQC then in the most extreme case we can use $T$ nodes to perform phase estimation in $O(1)$ time and in the case where classical interconnects are used then $T^2$ nodes suffices to achieve the same bound.

We will begin with the simplest case wherein each node can only communicate classically with each of the other nodes. Let us assume that in each case a quantum state $|\phi_k\rangle$ can be prepared such that $|\langle \phi_k | \psi_k \rangle|^2 = 1 - \delta$ for target state $|\psi_k\rangle$. Further, let us assume that for all $j \neq k$, $|\theta_j - \theta_k| \geq \epsilon_0$. We begin our protocol by applying phase estimation to prepare each of the states on the $T^2$ nodes. This requires $O((\log(1/\gamma))/\epsilon_0)$ number of applications of the underlying $U$ on each node to ensure the correct eigenvalue with probability of failure at most $1 - \gamma$ using conventional phase estimation. The number of trials needed per node before a successful state preparation is observed is geometrically distributed. If $\gamma \geq 2/3$ then the probability distribution function shows that the number of trials needed before the probability of observing no successful preparations is $O(1/T^2)$ is $O(\log(T^2)/\delta)$.

From the union bound, the probability of any of the runs requiring more than this is $O(1)$ and thus the total depth (as quantified by the number of unitary circuits applied to prepare the $O(T^2)$ independent eigenstates is in

$$O\left(\frac{\log(T)}{\delta\epsilon_0}\right) \quad (A1)$$

Next we need to invoke the parallelized phase estimation procedure of Ref. [261]. Each experiment in this algorithm involves communicating to each of the nodes and requesting it to perform $U^p$ for some value of $p$ and measuring the result in the iterative phase estimation circuit, which takes the following form

$$\begin{align*}
|0\rangle & \xrightarrow{H} |1\rangle \xrightarrow{R_z(\xi p)} |1\rangle \xrightarrow{H} \text{测}
\end{align*}$$

(A2)

The likelihood of measuring zero for this circuit is $\cos^2(p(\theta - \xi)/2)$. The circuit is repeated $T^2$ times, one for each node, and the results are communicated back to the classical head node. From the central limit theorem, the distribution on the number of zeros observed out of the $T^2$ measurements is approximately a Gaussian with mean $T^2 \cos^2(p(\theta - \xi)/2)$. As the likelihood is approximately Gaussian, the method of conjugate priors can be used to efficiently update an initially Gaussian prior distribution on $\theta$ to find a posterior distribution in polynomial time (alternatively if one does not want to use the central limit theorem the Monte-Carlo methods of Ref. [261] can be employed). By choosing $p$ adaptively using the heuristic in Ref. [261] they show that $O(\log(T))$ suffices to achieve error in the estimate $O(1/T)$. Further each such experiment requires evolution time at most $O(T/\sqrt{C})$ where $C$ is the number of nodes devoted to the phase estimation. In cases where $C = O(T^2)$, such as our setting, this implies that the depth of each phase estimation job (as quantified by the number of sequential operations of $U$) is $O(1)$.

The above tasks are repeated $O(\log(T))$ times by each node and therefore the depth of the phase estimation algorithm once the state $|\psi_k\rangle$ is prepared on each node. The depth of the classical communication version of the QPE algorithm appropriate for a MNQC setting with $T^2 = O(\log(1/\epsilon_0))$ is dominated by the state preparation step, which can be performed using $T^2$ workers in depth

$$\text{Depth}_{U,\text{CI}} = O\left(\frac{\log(1/\epsilon)}{\delta\epsilon_0}\right). \quad (A3)$$

Note that through the use of fixed point amplitude amplification rather than statistical sampling, the depth can further be reduced by to $O\left(\frac{\log(1/\epsilon)}{\delta\epsilon_0} + \log\log(1/\epsilon_0)\right)$; however, the use of this technique will require additional ancillae and comparison logic to implement the required reflections about the estimated energy returned by a coherent (as opposed to iterative) phase estimation procedure.
and thus we focus our attention on the non-amplified case.

As no quantum communication is needed for this algorithm there are no further errors if we assume that we are working in a model wherein all intra-node operations are error free but inter-node operations have intrinsic error associated with them. This also makes this application a good baseline comparison to judge the quantum version of phase estimation.

The fully coherent version of distributed quantum phase estimation takes the form in Figure 21. It then follows from noting that the circuit returns the phase $e^{i\phi_k}$ from the phase kickback effect that in general this idea can be repeated $p$ times to obtain $p$ times the phase that would be seen with a single step of an iterative phase estimation procedure. Specifically, in both cases the probability of measuring zero is $\cos^2(p(\theta_k - \xi)/2)$ per experiment.

The protocol for implementing this circuit on a quantum MNQC works as follows.

1. In parallel prepare a state $|\phi_k\rangle$ on each of $T$ nodes on the quantum computer.

2. Use the above phase estimation procedure and prior knowledge of $\theta_k$ to ensure that each state is $|\psi_k\rangle$ with probability $1 - O(1/T)$.

3. For each invocation of the circuit of (A2) in the implementation of an iterative phase estimation algorithm (such as Robust Phase Estimation) replace the circuit with the following procedure:

   (a) Prepare a $T$ qubit GHZ state on the head node.

   (b) Send one qubit of the GHZ state to each of the $T$ worker nodes.

   (c) For each worker, apply controlled $U$ using the share of the GHZ state to their state $|\psi_k\rangle$.

   (d) Return all qubits to head node.

   (e) Apply single qubit rotation (if required by iterative phase estimation protocol), invert GHZ preparation and measure qubit 0 and return result as outcome of measurement for the step of ITPE.

The above protocol works because the likelihood as argued above is precisely the same in the distributed algorithm as it would be in the ordinary algorithm for phase estimation. As the core element of an iterative phase estimation procedure is the inference of the most likely eigenphase given a set of experimental data, the inference procedure will take precisely the same form since the likelihood function is the same. Thus the protocol allows us to trivially parallelize any iterative phase estimation procedure over the $T$ workers.

Iterative phase estimation procedures such as Robust Phase Estimation require $O(\log(T))$ rounds if we desire an error of $O(1/T)$. Each such round can be executed in constant depth (as measured by the number of layers of controlled $U$ gates executed). It further requires $2T$ applications of a communication channel from the head node to the workers. For simplicity, let us assume that the interaction graph is star graph wherein the root is the head node so that all workers can directly communicate with the head node. In settings where a more restricted topology is present, the communication will need to be chained between the workers involved to distribute the GHZ state. Regardless, the total number of bits that need to be sent by the protocol is in $O(T \log(T))$ and the overall depth as mentioned is logarithmic. Thus, assuming that the cost of any entanglement distillation is negligible, the overall depth of the algorithm is also

\[ \text{Depth}_{\nu,Q_m} = O\left(\frac{\log(1/\epsilon)}{\delta \epsilon \theta}\right) \]  

However, the number of workers needed to achieve this limit is quadratically smaller than the case where only classical communication is permitted.

Next let us assume that the channel that describes communication between the head node and the workers is within diamond distance $\Delta$ from the ideal channel. That is to say if $\Lambda$ is the ideal channel that swaps a qubit between the two nodes and $\bar{\Lambda}$ is the actual quantum channel then $||\Lambda - \bar{\Lambda}||_\diamond \leq \Delta$. Here the diamond norm is the supremum of the induced trace norm between the inputs and the outputs of the channel when all possible input states (including states that are entangled with qubits that are not put through the channel) are considered.

An important property of the diamond norm is that it is sub-additive meaning that for any positive integer $m$ the composition of $m$ channels obeys

\[ ||\Lambda^m - \bar{\Lambda}^m||_\diamond \leq m\Delta. \]  

Thus by the von Neumann trace inequality, for any observable $Q$ and input state $\rho$

\[ ||\text{Tr}(\Lambda^m(\rho)Q) - \text{Tr}(\bar{\Lambda}^m(\rho)Q)|| \leq m\|Q\| \Delta. \]  

Thus as the observable for phase estimation has norm at most $\pi$ it follows that the maximum error that is observable from the invocation of the channel in this fashion is $m\pi\Delta$. This implies that if we wish the error in the estimated phase to be at most $\epsilon$ from communication between the head node and the workers then it suffices to take

\[ \Delta = \frac{\epsilon}{m\pi} = O\left(\frac{\epsilon}{T \log(T)}\right) \]  

Setting $T = O(1/\epsilon)$ as well suffices to remove the $O(1/\epsilon)$ overhead from phase estimation from the circuit depth while guaranteeing that we hit a fixed accuracy target

\[ \Delta = \frac{\epsilon}{m\pi} = O\left(\frac{\epsilon^2}{\log(1/\epsilon)}\right) \]
This suggests that the error in the quantum communication channel must be exceptionally small in order to guarantee (without further assumptions) that the overall error in the phase estimation protocol is small. Further, such applications are likely to be impractical without entanglement distillation or possibly virtual distillation.

Given that $\epsilon$ is sufficiently low, entanglement distillation can be used to implement this channel. In order to distill states with this level of error we need $O(T \log(T)/\epsilon) = \tilde{O}(T \log(1/\epsilon))$ noisy uses of a channel connecting the head node with the workers in order to distill high enough fidelity states to teleport within the desired accuracy [286]. Thus if we assume that the depth of required to communicate between the nodes is $\gamma \geq 0$ times the depth required to implement $U$ (where $\gamma$ will often but not always be less than 1) the total depth of the algorithm using $T$ workers is

$$\text{Depth}_{U,\text{Dist}} = O\left(\log(1/\epsilon) / \epsilon T + \gamma T \log(T/\epsilon)\right)$$

(A9)

This shows that as the number of workers increases, a favorable tradeoff in the depth of the circuit can be achieved. Specifically, such an optimal tradeoff is obtained when $T \approx \Theta(1/(\epsilon \gamma))$. Given this choice, the optimized depth reads

$$\text{Depth}_{opt}^{U,\text{Dist}} = \tilde{O}\left(\log(1/\epsilon) / \epsilon + \sqrt{\frac{\gamma T}{N}}\right).$$

(A10)

Thus if $\gamma$ is viewed as a constant, then this approach can attain quadratically better depth scaling than with the error tolerance than the naive phase estimation algorithm permits. However, this is not necessarily better than the case where no quantum interconnects are used if $\gamma$ is not sufficiently small.

In order to understand the gulf between this let us assume that the phase estimation step used to validate the eigenstate has circuit depth $\alpha \log(1/\epsilon)$, where in the case of Hamiltonian simulation $\alpha$ would be the sums of the absolute values of the coefficients and corresponds to a simulation method such as qubitization being used. Next, let us assume that each of the workers uses a low-order method such as Qdrift [287] to perform the simulation. In this case, we would take the Qdrift approximation to $e^{-iHt}$ for a sufficiently short value of $t$ and perform phase estimation on the result to precision $\epsilon t$.

The work of [288] shows that $O(\alpha^4/\epsilon^4)$ exponentials need to be simulated to perform phase estimation to within error $\epsilon$ using Qdrift. If we assume that we can parallelize $T$ of them over our workers, the combined cost of phase estimation becomes

$$\text{Depth}_{U,\text{Dist}} = O\left(\frac{\log(1/\epsilon)}{\epsilon E_{\text{gap}}} + \frac{\alpha^4}{\epsilon^4 T} + \gamma T \log(T/\epsilon)\right)$$

(A11)

In the limit of negligible $\gamma$, this protocol can achieve depth $\alpha \log(1/\epsilon)/\epsilon E_{\text{gap}}$ by choosing $T = \alpha^3(\delta E_{\text{gap}})/\epsilon^4$.

This shows that in a regime where parallelism is cheap that a simulation experiment can be carried out whose depth scales only with that required to verify that each worker possesses a copy of the groundstate. Note that by replacing QDrift with another simulation algorithm, such as Trotter formulas or Qubitization, we cannot get the same depth optimal result because we will be limited by the circuit depth needed to implement those protocols. A single segment of QDrift can be executed in constant depth and thus is the only known algorithm that can meet the above scaling.

### Appendix B: M2O Conversion Simulation

The simulation model used for entangled generation is shown in Fig. 22(a) [21]. At both nodes, the qubit and a microwave photon are prepared in an entangled state $|\phi_0\rangle = \sqrt{T - \frac{1}{2}} |g0\rangle + \frac{1}{2} |e1\rangle$, where $0 < \frac{1}{2} P_e < 0.5$ is the probability of excited qubit-microwave photon state and is experimentally tunable [21]. The microwave photons are up-converted to optical photons and then interfere in a beamsplitter. The M2O converters are phenomenologically modeled as a series of beamsplitters as shown in Fig. 22(b). The first beamsplitter has a power transmission of $T_e = \gamma_{\text{ext},e} / \gamma_{\text{tot},e}$, where $T_e$ is the extraction efficiency of the microwave resonator, $\gamma_{\text{ext},e}$ is the external coupling rate of the microwave resonator, $\gamma_{\text{int},e}$ is the intrinsic decay rate of the microwave resonator, and $\gamma_{\text{tot},e} = \gamma_{\text{ext},e} + \gamma_{\text{int},e}$ is the total decay rate of the microwave resonator. Due to the pump-induced heating, the microwave resonator suffers from thermal added noise, and we model it as a thermal state $\rho_{\text{th}}(n_{\text{add}})$ at another input port of the beamsplitter, and its mean photon
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FIG. 22. (a), the diagram of the scheme used for remote entangled qubit generation. (b), the M2O converter is modeled by a series of beamsplitters. The first beamsplitter represents the microwave resonator extraction efficiency, the second beamsplitter represents the intracavity M2O conversion efficiency, and the third beamsplitter represents the optical resonator extraction efficiency. Thermal added noise is modeled by a thermal state $\rho_{\text{th}}$ at the first beamsplitter.
number is \( n_{\text{add}} \). In our simulation, we assume \( n_{\text{add}} \) depends linearly on the optical pump power \( P \) as \( n_{\text{add}} = k_{\text{add}}P \), and we assume \( n_{\text{add}} = 1 \) photon when \( P = 1 \) mW (i.e., \( k_{\text{add}} = 1 \) photon/1 mW) [124]. The second beamsplitter has a power transmission of \( T_{\text{in}} = 4C/(C + 1)^2 \), where \( T_{\text{in}} \) represents the intracavity M2O conversion efficiency for electro-optics converters, \( C = 4g^2/(\gamma_{\text{tot,o}} \gamma_{\text{tot,e}}) \) is the cooperativity [124]. \( \gamma_{\text{tot,o}} = \gamma_{\text{ext,o}} + \gamma_{\text{int,o}} \) is the total decay rate of the optical resonator, \( \gamma_{\text{ext,o}} \) is the external coupling rate of the optical resonator, \( \gamma_{\text{int,o}} \) is the internal coupling rate of the optical resonator, \( g = g_0 \sqrt{P} \) is the nonlinear coupling rate, \( g_0 \) is the single-photon nonlinear coupling rate, \( n_p = 4\gamma_{\text{ext,e}}P/[\hbar \omega(\gamma_{\text{ext,o}} + \gamma_{\text{int,o}})^2] \) is the intracavity pump photon number, and \( \omega \) is the pump photon frequency. The last beamsplitter has a power transmission of \( T_o = \gamma_{\text{ext,o}}/(\gamma_{\text{ext,e}} + \gamma_{\text{int,e}}) \) which represents the optical resonator extraction efficiency. We assume an optical detector dark count rate of 50 Hz [289].

In our simulation, we begin with an initial state \(|\phi_0\rangle_A |\phi_0\rangle_B \) and numerically evolve the state with the Python QuTiP package [290] to obtain the density matrix \( \rho_t \) after the interfering beamsplitter. We assume that it takes \( t_1 = 50 \) ns to prepare the initial states by local gate operations. We also assume the microwave photon and optical photon transmission loss is zero. We note that high photon transmission loss can decrease the entanglement generation rate and the fidelity and thus fails the next Distillation layer. Although zero transmission loss is experimentally unavailable yet, we still make this assumption for the purpose of illustrating the workflow of our stack model, and the consequent rate and fidelity can be understood as on-chip metrics. The nonzero transmission loss can be easily included into the model by incorporating the transmission loss to the optical/microwave cavity extraction efficiency. The converter bandwidth can be approximated as \( B \approx \gamma_{\text{tot,e}}/2 \), and we thus assume a pump pulse duration of \( t_2 = 1/B \) and a resonator reset time \( t_3 = 1/B \). Hence, the total time duration for one period is \( t_{\text{tot}} = t_1 + t_2 + t_3 \). The event that detector A measures 1 photon while detector B measures 0 photon is considered a successful heralding, and the probability of a successful heralding can be calculated as \( P_{\text{herald}} = \text{Tr} \langle 1,0 | \rho_t | 1,0 \rangle \). Thus, the entanglement generation rate can be computed as \( R = P_{\text{herald}}/t_{\text{tot}} \). In the case of a successful heralding, the corresponding qubit state is \( \rho_q = \langle 1,0 | \rho_t | 1,0 \rangle / \text{Tr} \langle 1,0 | \rho_t | 1,0 \rangle \), and the entanglement fidelity is \( F = \langle \Psi^+ | \rho_q | \Psi^+ \rangle \), where \( |\Psi^+\rangle = (|ge\rangle + |eg\rangle)/\sqrt{2} \) is the target qubit Bell state.

The parameter sets used for simulation are shown in Table [VII]. The first three parameter sets come from Table [V] but both the microwave and optical intrinsic decay rate are 5 times smaller than the original values to allow a higher generation rate and lower infidelity and thus enable the next Distillation layer. We assume these parameter sets are experimentally available relatively soon given the recent progress in low-loss nonlinear optical material fabrication [201][203] and hence we still refer to them as ‘current M2O’ in the manuscript, despite several optimistic assumptions made above. In addition, although the No. 1 converter in Table [V] is based on electro-optomechanical effects which require different formulas to calculate its conversion efficiency and bandwidth [135], we treat it as an electro-optic converter for simplicity, because this work aims at presenting a simulation model rather than a comprehensive analysis on various types of converters. We also present a hypothetical parameter set that we wish to be available in the future. The entangled pair generation rate, entanglement fidelity, and the density matrices are used as the input of the next distillation layer.

The result of simulation is shown in Fig [5]. We first set \( P_e = 0.5 \) and sweep the pump power as shown in Fig [5]a). For the No. 1 parameter set, one can see that the highest generation rate and the lowest infidelity are obtained at the pump power corresponding to \( C = 1 \), where the conversion efficiency is maximized. The entangled qubit state generation rate can reach 1 MHz with an infidelity near 0.2. However, for No. 2 and No. 3 parameter sets, the infidelity remains above 0.5, because a high pump power is needed for \( C = 1 \), and the generation rate is dominated by the false heralding triggered by the thermal added noise. The false heralding rate can be observed in Fig [5]b), where we fix the pump power such that the cooperativity \( C = 1 \) while sweeping \( 0 < P_e < 0.5 \). The entanglement generation rate at \( P_e = 0 \) is thus the false heralding rate, which dominates for No. 2 and No. 3 parameter sets. The tuning of \( P_e \) reveals a rate-infidelity tradeoff regime, which is highlighted as the green shaded area, where the rate increases but the infidelity also increases with an increasing \( P_e \). In this regime, a larger \( P_e \) allows more optical photons to be generated, but it also increases the error of having two nodes in the excited states simultaneously. The simulation results including the ‘future’ parameter set are shown in Fig. [17]. It can be observed that a large bandwidth, low loss, and low thermal noise are key to a high generation rate and low infidelity to enable the MNQC.

### Appendix C: Entanglement Distillation Simulation

In the entanglement distillation layer, we use raw EPs generated from the physical layer and perform entanglement distillation on them to generate higher fidelity EPs, at the cost of a slower generation rate. Specifically, we take the heralding raw entangled state generation rate and the density matrix as inputs, perform the entanglement distillation, and report the distillation results to the Data layer. The output information to the Data layer includes the success distilled state density matrix, the distillation time and the success probability to the specified number of rounds of nested distillation.

To improve the quality of the remote entanglement is one of the key problems in the community of quantum communication. Historically, Bennett et al. proposed a protocol, to purify the imperfect Bell state and improve
the fidelity of the Bell state to unity \[^{[29]}\]. In this protocol, each round of purification protocol will consume a pair of imperfect Bell states to generate an imperfect Bell state with higher fidelity and entanglement with less than unit fidelity. Suppose the remote superconducting qubits are in a Bell state (spin singlet) with imperfection and the state fidelity is \(F\), after one round of entanglement purification, the fidelity is improved to

\[
F_{\text{new}} = \frac{F^2 + (1 - F)^2/9}{F^2 + 2F(1 - F)/3 + 5(1 - F)^2/9}. \tag{C1}
\]

Following this work, Deutsch et al proposed a similar method (DEJMPS), which improves the efficiency of the purification protocol \[^{[19]}\]. This protocol avoids random bilateral single-qubit rotations to depolarize the imperfect state but uses the local operation to change into the Bell-diagonal basis. The outcome fidelity depends on the overlap to the other three Bell basis states \[^{[19]}\].

With the above two purification protocols, one way to generate Bell states of remote superconducting qubits close to unit fidelity is to use the recurrence purification scheme \[^{[21]}\]. In this scheme, in order to perform \(n\) rounds of entanglement purification, we need to prepare \(2^n\) EPs of imperfect Bell states of superconducting qubits. In each round, the states from the last step undergo the pairwise entanglement purification to get states with higher entanglement.

In our purification layer, the entanglement purification is performed based on DEJMPS protocol in Ref. \[^{[19]}\], while the effects of experimental imperfections are also considered. The experimental imperfection can come from two sources, (1) the error on the local two-qubit gates between superconducting qubits, and (2) the decay and decoherence error on the qubits while the qubits are idling. Specifically, in (2), we consider the idling from either waiting for the qubits being measured during the purification process or waiting for the generation of required raw EPs.

In the purification simulation, we take the superconducting qubits to have lifetime \(T_1\) and coherence time \(T_2\). From the simulation of the physical layer, we extract the density matrix (\(\rho_0\)) of the raw Bell pair with the generation rate \((r)\). We assume that even with multiplexing, the raw Bell pair generation can still be considered sequential. Therefore, the average generation time of each pair is \(\tau = 1/r\). For the error source (1), we assume unit fidelity local operations, as throughout our simulation stack we assume that local operations are perfect. We consider an instantaneous purification operation described by the quantum channel,

\[
\rho_{\text{new}} = \mathcal{P}[\rho_{\text{old},1} \otimes \rho_{\text{old},2}], \tag{C2}
\]

where two EPs of entangled states with density matrices...
\( \rho_{\text{old},1} \) and \( \rho_{\text{old},2} \) are purified and get a single pair of qubits in the state \( \rho_{\text{new}} \). Again, the actual implementation of the entangled purification is based on Ref. [160].

For the error source (2), we need to estimate the idling time for superconducting qubits. Providing the two EPs of Bell states are ready for purification, we assume the local gate operations between the superconducting qubits and the measurements take \( t_p \) time. This is modeled by a decay and decoherence error channel, noted as \( \mathcal{E}(t_p)[\rho] \), applied to the Bell state after the purification process. To estimate the total time for \( n \) nested rounds of entanglement purification, we assume the time for \( (n-1) \) rounds of purification takes \( t_{n-1} \) time. In the \( n \)-th round, the first pair of Bell states is generated from the \((n-1)\)-th round, which takes \( t_{n-1} \) time. The second bell state used in the \( n \)-th round starts from \( t_{\text{idle},n-1} = 2^{n-1}\tau \), while it also takes another \( t_{n-1} \) to generate the second Bell state for the \( n \)-th round. Therefore, the first Bell pair needs to wait for another \( t_{\text{idle},n-1} \) time. This is also modeled by a decay and decoherence error channel applied to the first Bell states used for the \( n \)-th round of purification. Further, we can construct the following recurrence relation for the \( n \) rounds of purification
\[
 t_n = 2^{n-1}\tau + t_{n-1} + t_p. \tag{C3}
\]

The state of the EPs after \( n \) rounds of success purification is
\[
 \rho(n) = \mathcal{E}(t_p) \left( \mathcal{P} \left[ \mathcal{E}(t_{\text{idle},n-1}) \left[ \rho_{n-1} \otimes \rho_{n-1} \right] \right] \right). \tag{C4}
\]

The probabilistic nature of entanglement purification is from the measurement on one pair of Bell states. As pointed out in Ref. [160], if the measurement outcomes on two qubits in a single pair of input states coincide, the purification is considered as a success. The probability of having coincident measurement outcomes is the success probability for each round of purification, noted as \( p_j \) for the \( j \)-th round. The overall success probability of \( n \) rounds of purification can be calculated as
\[
 P_n = \prod_{j=1}^{n} p_j^{2^{j-1}}. \tag{C5}
\]

After the distillation calculation finishes, the required time \( t_n \), the success state density matrix \( \rho(n) \), and the success probability \( P_n \) of \( n \) rounds of purification is passed to the Data layer for Internode gate simulation.

**Appendix D: Internode Gate Simulation**

Having generated a distilled EP between modules, the next step in performing multinode quantum computing is inter-node operations. As a CX gate is computationally complete communication between nodes, here we focus on the case of only internode CX gates. Gate teleportation of the CX gate can be accomplished via the consumption of one EP, two measurements, and two local CX gates. Simulation of the inter-node gate requires the use of a gate teleportation protocol, combined with the EP generated via MTO simulation under Section IV and optionally distilled by the protocol underlined in Section IV. Simulation of the internode CX gate comprises beginning with an EP, represented by the density matrix output from entanglement distillation. We model local operations involved in the execution of the remote CX gate as having a local gate time of 100ns, suffering de-polarizing errors with a probability of .0001, and taking \( T_1 = T_2 = 1 \mu \text{s} \). Having performed the protocol, the density matrix is captured at the protocol output, and reduced to represent the two data qubits. This density matrix is compared with the ideal simulation of a CX gate between two qubits, and used to report an overall teleported gate fidelity, and over all inter-module CX gate time.

**Appendix E: Quantum Phase Estimation Benchmark**

Another approach to the question of when to add a quantum link is by looking at algorithms where the answer improves in precision as the size of the system increases. For example, in quantum phase estimation (QPE) the number of ancilla \( n_A \) sets the precision of the phase estimate as \( 1/2^{n_A} \). For this problem, our phase unitary is a Z rotation with phase \( \phi = 0.658203 \). We setup the problem on the grid defined by \( (a) \) of Fig. 9 where the phase is applied to Q4. If there is no modular link then we solve on the \( n = 5 \) qubit ring with \( n_A = 4 \). Assuming the gates on this ring are zero length and perfect, the minimum relative error is 1.7%. If we add the inter-module link to the problem to add 5 more qubits \( (n_A = 9) \) then we can improve the relative error to zero. However, the error will increase if the fidelity of the link is less than one. We assume the link has a finite time to operate during which the link qubits, and all other qubits, will incur an error. The results are shown in
Again, this gives an estimate on the order of gate errors where adding a link will lead to improvement in the problem space. Although the QPE problem has more optimal solutions on small systems, such as iterative phase estimation, it is an example that is easily extended into other problem spaces. For example, when using VQE to estimate molecular energies using more qubits allows for more molecular orbitals, which may lead to improved accuracy.

Appendix F: Success Region Shapes

We can understand the roughly rectangular shape of the success regions in the GAPPs as follows. The axes of these plots are in terms of the logarithmic internode infidelity, $\xi_I = \log I_{\text{local}}$, and the logarithmic average execution time, $\xi_T = \log(T_{\text{link}})$. The infidelity due to local errors during the internode gate is $\log I_{\text{local}} \sim N_q(\xi_T - \log T_*)$ where $N_q$ is the number of local qubits and $T_* = T_1 T_2 / (T_1 + T_2)$ is the effective fidelity lifetime of a local qubit. Requiring a given overall logarithmic fidelity of $\log F$ then requires:

$$\log F = \text{const.} \sim \log(e^{\xi_I} + e^{\xi_T}) \quad (F1)$$

which can be seen to lead to a roughly rectangular shape, as $\log(e^x + e^y) = \text{const.}$ leads to a roughly rectangular curve.

Appendix G: MNQC Networks and Layout

In the long run, having low-loss telecom communications between multiple QPUs could add even more flexibility on the overall architecture of the MNQC. Finding the QPU connectivity layout that best facilitates the implementation of quantum algorithms is an important question to be addressed. Should the QPUs be arranged in an array-like structure (see Fig. 24a))? This solution might be more appealing for implementation since the number of communication qubits per QPU remains constant. However, the distance between different QPUs might be an issue for compilation since a CX gate between two QPUs situated far apart might require a large number of inter-fridge CX gates. Should a better option be a star-like structure (see Fig. 24b)), using a central node which is specialized for communication between the other nodes? This solution might reduce the average distance between QPUs and we discuss its potential in the following.

In the previous discussions, we have envisioned multiple QPUs communicating thanks to communication qubits, M2O converters, and fixed fiber links between different QPUs. In that setting however, we may not exploit to its full benefits the flexibility and adaptivity that allow photonic communications. Over the years, the integrated photonics community has developed reconfigurable silicon photonic hardware, allowing to manipulate photons more efficiently [294–296]. Using a central photonic node has been for example envisioned for trapped ions [297]. A universal photonic chip is an $N \times N$ linear interferometer based on phase-controlled Mach-Zehnder interferometer and phase-shifters which allows to realize arbitrary unitary transformation on the input ports. By connecting the communication qubits to the input ports of such a chip and the output ports to single-photon detectors, we can centralize the heralded entanglement generation protocols between communication qubits through that interferometer. Moreover, contrary to the fixed structure where communication qubits are paired, such photonic chips should enable $N$-to-$N$ connectivity: each communication qubit can be connected to any other one. Therefore, using a central photonic node could allow to distribute easily EPs between any QPUs and thus drastically increase the overall modular quantum computer architecture (see Fig. 24c)).
FIG. 24. (a) Array-like, (b) star-like architectures of a distributed quantum computer. (c) Star-like architecture with an N-to-N photonic chip enabling EP generation between any communication qubits from other superconducting chips.